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E

ven as UN envoys struggle to end the catastrophic
Syria war, Syrian President
Bashar Assad’s regime
wages a cruel war against
its own people, using starvation
sieges and Russian air strikes, which
have killed hundreds of men, women and children in recent weeks.
A relief convoy of 44 trucks carrying food and medicine reached
the 20,000 people of Madaya on the
outskirts of Damascus on January
11th, where 23 inhabitants, six of
them children, had starved to death
in recent weeks during a sevenmonth siege.
Madaya is one of several districts
around the Syrian capital held by
rebel forces and considered strategically important because of their
proximity to Assad’s seat of power.
All have reported deaths from starvation in sieges aimed at turning the
population against the opposition.
The emaciated residents of Madaya, including skeletal children,
told relief officials they had been reduced to eating leaves and grass and
killing their pets for food.
“You don’t see a child whose eyes
aren’t sunken and staring from hunger,” lamented Ebrahem Abass, a
former Syrian Army sergeant who
defected.
The United Nations estimates that
400,000 Syrians are under siege
around Damascus and in the north.
Sieges have been employed
throughout history and by all sides
in this conflict but Assad’s regime
has made cutting off food, water
and electricity one of its most grotesque strategies, along with chemical weapons, barrels bombs and indiscriminate bombardment.
Russian warplanes bombed a

school in Ain Jara in Aleppo province in the north on January 11th,
killing 25 people, including an entire class of 14 students and their
teacher, said the Syrian Observatory
for Human Rights, a Britain-based
group that monitors the war.
Just two days before, 21 civilians
were killed when Russian jets fired
four missiles into a judicial complex
run by the rebel al-Nusra Front,
al-Qaeda’s Syrian wing, in Maarat
al-Numan in north-western Idlib
province. The Observatory said 29
militants and seven detainees were
also killed.

The emaciated
residents of
Madaya had been
reduced to eating
leaves and grass.
Russia’s air strikes are often indiscriminate as they employ “dumb
bombs” rather than the precisionguided munitions used by the United States and its allies to attack antiAssad rebels.
The Observatory reported that
Russian air strikes — 5,000 since
September 30th — have killed more
than 2,300 people, including 800 civilians, 180 of them children.
Moscow dismisses the allegations
as “absurd”. But Philip Luther of
Amnesty International said the Russians “have directly attacked civilians… by striking residential areas
with no evident military target and
even medical facilities”.
James Bruce has written
extensively for publications such
as Jane’s Intelligence Review and
Jane’s Defence Weekly. He lives in
Beirut.
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In rebel-held Douma, a front-line town on the north-eastern
edge of Damascus, where thousands of civilians have
been killed or wounded in the nearly 5-year-old Syrian
war, people have run out of space to bury the dead. In this
January 7th photo, a burial party is laying to rest a victim of
a regime mortar bombardment in a new kind of cemetery,
dug deep and divided into multiple layers to make room for
bodies to be buried on top of each other. The death toll in
Syria stands at about 260,000 in a conflict that shows no
sign of ending.

Bumpy road ahead of Egypt’s new parliament speaker
Amr Emam

Cairo

A

li Abdel A’al, Egypt’s new
parliament speaker, has
been handed the tasks
of controlling a body in
which there is no majority while leading legislative debates
that allow all members, even opponents, to speak freely, analysts say.
Abdel A’al, a 67-year-old professor emeritus of constitutional law,
was elected speaker during the parliament’s opening session on January 10th. A total of 401 legislators —
out of 580 present — voted for him.
A member of the For the Love of
Egypt coalition, which controls 120
of parliament’s 596 seats and backs
President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, Abdel A’al enjoyed coalition support.
That endorsement does not, however, mean that Abdel A’al will have
full support inside parliament.
“What will he do if the coalition
falters, for example?” asked Tarek
Fahmi, a political science professor

from Cairo University. “Continued
coalition backing will make it easy
for the man to lead parliament in
fulfilling its mission.”
Almost two-thirds of the members of parliament are independents with no definite political or
legislative agendas. The fragment-

ed make-up threatens to hinder the
legislature’s work, observers say.
Egyptians had a taste of this fragmentation on January 10th when
members needed 17 hours to elect
Abdel A’al, the longest such internal
polling process in the parliament’s
history.

It then took them almost twothirds of the following day to elect
two deputies to the speaker. Legislators locked horns verbally and
behaved inappropriately, which
caused Abdel A’al to occasionally
lose his temper.
Minutes after his election, Abdel A’al had to chastise an MP for
speaking without permission. The
following day, he warned another
MP that he should not speak before
he allowed him to.

Abdel A’al is not
new to lawmaking.
He was among the
writers of the latest
election laws.

Ali Abdel A’al greets members of parliament after he was elected
the speaker of Egypt’s parliament, on January 10th.

Analysts, including political science Professor Gehad Auda, say
verbal duels often occur inside parliament.
“The important thing is for these
duels not to hinder parliament’s

work,” he said. “This parliament
has an endless list of laws it needs
to either approve or draft.”
Some of the laws — more than
400 — were issued by Egypt’s presidents in the past two and a half
years in the absence of parliament.
MPs now have to debate those laws
in first 15 days of work.
Abdel A’al is not new to lawmaking. He was among the writers of
the latest election laws and was
also part of the ten-member panel
that drafted the 2014 constitution.
Nevertheless, Auda says the real
test will be for the speaker, a Sisi
loyalist, to make parliament a democratic institution welcoming all
views.
Abdel A’al vowed to do this, saying he would work to turn the legislature into a forum of “democratic”
and “elevated” dialogue between
all MPs, regardless of political affiliation.
Amr Emam is a Cairo-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.
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Humanitarian aid reaches starved Syrian towns
Samar Kadi

Beirut

I

t took more than 20 deaths
from starvation, lack of medicine and a worldwide uproar
over images of emaciated
children to force open front
lines and political barriers that had
prevented delivery of desperately
needed humanitarian assistance to
the besieged town of Madaya, west
of Damascus.
The 42,000 hunger-stricken people stranded inside the Sunni town
waited three months for aid convoys of the United Nations, the Syrian Red Crescent and the International Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC) to be allowed in.
Seventy truckloads of medical
supplies, food and non-food items,
including blankets, winter clothes
and mattresses, were unloaded
throughout the night of January
11th to January 12th, in Madaya and
two Shia villages, Foua and Kefraya,
besieged by rebels in Idlib province.
The aid for Madaya was the first to
reach the town since October.

Madaya has been
under siege by the
Syrian Army and
fighters from
Lebanon’s Shia
Hezbollah since July
2015.
“It was dark, cold and raining.
The few people who were outside,
especially children, looked very
skinny and weary. It seemed very
much that they have malnutrition,”
said Firas al-Khateeb, a spokesman
for the UN High Commissioner for
Refugees, UNHCR.
He said the “life-sustaining assistance” could feed 60,000 people in
the three locations for at least one
month. Efforts are under way to
have more than a one-shot distribution of aid.

“There is a non-stop effort to allow open access so that humanitarian teams can go in to assess the
situation and to deliver,” Khateeb
said.
The assistance did not include
fuel for heating, although temperatures can drop to below zero in the
mountainous area where people
are said to be burning everything
from plastic bags to clothes to try
to keep warm.
“We are bringing in medical assistance, including surgical kits
and medicaments. Our priority is to
deliver food and medical supplies,
though fuel is also essential,” ICRC
spokesman Pawel Krzysiek said in
a telephone interview.
It will take several days to complete the delivery.
Rami Abdel Rahman, director of
the UK-based Syrian Observatory
for Human Rights, said the delivery process in Madaya was delayed
slightly until aid convoys could
reach the government-held villages
of Foua and Kefraya, about 200km
north of Damascus.
“Also some logistical mishaps
occurred as the residents insisted
on having the assistance delivered
to them directly,” Abdel Rahman
added.
About 125 gunmen in Madaya
have been accused of seizing supplies and conducting arbitrary distributions, while some were selling
aid to the highest bidder.
Mohamad About Kassem, who
was displaced to Madaya from
nearby Zabadani, said, “The few
remnants of past assistance were
being sold at astronomical prices.
One guy has sold his car for 1 million Syrian pounds ($4,500) in return for 4 kilos of rice and 4 kilos
of milk.”
Doctors without Borders (MSF)
recently reported that 28 people,
including six infants and five elderly people, had died of starvation in
Madaya since early December.
In New York, UN humanitarian
chief Stephen O’Brien said there
were 400 people who needed to be
evacuated immediately to receive

treatment for medical conditions,
malnourishment and starvation.
Madaya has been under siege by
the Syrian Army and fighters from
Lebanon’s Shia Hezbollah since
July 2015. The stranglehold on the
town tightened since October, in
retaliation for the continuing siege
of Foua and Kefarya.
People have been trying to survive on soups of grass, tree leaves
and spices. Some were said to have
eaten cats and donkeys.
Siege and starvation tactics have
been used by both sides in Syria’s
long conflict, notwithstanding a
UN Security Council resolution ordering the warring parties to allow
aid deliveries.
The situation in Madaya was manipulated by warring parties in a

propaganda war on social and conventional media.
Rebel groups used photos of
starving children to stir worldwide
condemnation of the regime and
its Hezbollah ally and the latter
claimed the images were fabricated. Hezbollah said in a statement
that militants have been withholding food from the people and
preventing them from leaving the
town.
Delivering aid to Madaya was
supposed to take place in line with
an agreement between militants
and the regime in December. The
first phase saw the withdrawal of
rebel fighters in Zabadani in return
for the evacuation of civilians from
Foua and Kefraya. The remaining
phases, including aid distribution

in Madaya, failed to materialise.
“We have accepted all the conditions imposed by the regime and
Hezbollah but still the town remained under total siege,” Mousa
al-Maleh, the head of the local
council in Madaya said in a telephone interview.
“The images of starving children
in Madaya reflect the harsh reality.
We need a sustainable solution entailing the complete lifting of the
siege and access to food and medicines once and for all. We do not
want to face the same issue all over
again in one or two months.”
Samar Kadi is The Arab Weekly’s
Travel and Society sections editor.
Khalil Hamlo contributed to the
report from Damascus.

Other tragedies lurk after Madaya

View poi nt

Stephen Starr

T

he siege of 40,000
people in the Syrian
town of Madaya is the
latest example of the
Damascus regime’s
collective punishment
of civilians. It is also an openly
political act.
Twenty-three people, including
six children under 12 months old,
have died and ten others are in immediate need of life-saving medical treatment in Madaya because
of the blockade. Although aid and
food were expected to soon be
allowed into the hillside town, the
broader situation remains grave.
“The medics we support report
injuries and death by bullet and
landmine wounds from people
who tried to leave Madaya,” said
Brice de le Vingne of Doctors without Borders (MSF).
“The desperation is getting so
acute that [January 6th] there
were scenes of rioting as people
tried to seize the last remaining
food available at the MSF-supported food-distribution point.”
Madaya and neighbouring
Bloudan and Zabadani have for
years held a special place in the
hearts of Damascenes. Before the
outbreak of revolt in early 2011,

The next Madaya — and
even bigger tragedies —
will continue to lurk
around every corner.

every Friday thousands of city
dwellers made the short drive
north-west to the mountain towns,
including Madaya, to take in the
fresh air and feast at some of the
country’s best restaurants.
In summer, Damascenes were
joined by Arabs from Saudi Arabia
and the Gulf who went to the
Barada basin to escape the heat at
home. The flow of private money
into the area, however, fell into the
hands of a very few, meaning this
line of settlements abutting the
Lebanese border was largely impoverished and anti-government
protests quickly erupted five years
ago.
Since then, the relationship between wealthy Damascus and its
suburbs has changed completely.
Since word of how residents of Madaya were being forced to eat tree
leaves and grass to stay alive made
international headlines, one of the

most chilling responses came from
Syrians themselves. Government
supporters, some of whom appear
to be based in the Syrian capital,
took to Facebook and Twitter to
mock the starving in Madaya by
posting pictures of lavish meals
and despicably hijacking a hashtag
campaign called “solidarity with
the siege of Madaya”.
This response to the humanitarian disaster offers a window into
the psyche governing Syrians and,
importantly, the depth of persuasion that regime propaganda has
achieved. Looking forward, the
notion that Syria can maintain its
geographic integrity when the war
ends looks increasingly fantastical. Too much deep-rooted hatred
has been groomed from above and
too many people have lost fathers,
sons and loved ones.
Although the 40,000 people
besieged in Madaya appear to have

Although
the 40,000
people
besieged
in Madaya
appear to
have won
a reprieve,
elsewhere
even greater
catastrophes
are
unfolding.

A Syrian activist sprays graffiti in solidarity with the besieged town of Madaya,
on a wall of a damaged building in Kafr Batna in the rebel-held Eastern Ghouta
area, on the outskirts of Damascus, on January 8th.

won a reprieve, elsewhere even
greater catastrophes are unfolding.
In a series of opposition-held
towns north of Homs, 250,000
people have been cut off from the
rest of Syria for two years. Because
they had access to a large tract of
agricultural land, civilians have
been able to get by but frost has
killed much of the area’s crops
meaning that in the coming weeks
a bigger crisis could unfold. “These
harrowing accounts of hunger
represent the tip of an iceberg,”
said Philip Luther of Amnesty
International.
What is clear is that this is a
tactic the regime is unlikely to
give up. The starvation of civilians serves purposes for the Syrian regime on multiple levels. It
weakens its opponents militarily,
forcing rebel groups to give up or
face ultimate responsibility for the
deaths of thousands of civilians.
It also works as diplomatic tool
by which the regime can, when
the time is right, arbitrarily decide
to allow aid enter besieged areas.
Then, it claims to have acted for
the benefit of the people, conducting a gesture of goodwill and that
it should be thus rewarded.
The consequence is that slowburning, deliberate campaigns
of siege against civilian populations are set to continue and the
next Madaya — and even bigger
tragedies — will continue to lurk
around every corner.
Stephen Starr is an Irish journalist
who lived in Syria from 2007-12.
He is the author of Revolt in Syria:
Eye-Witness to the Uprising (Oxford
University Press, 2012).
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Syria: The looming battle of the Azaz corridor
Ed Blanche

Beirut

N

orthern Syria has become a key battleground in several conflicts within the civil
war, now approaching
its sixth year, and the epicentre is
increasingly a strategic strip of land
known as the Azaz corridor.
Whoever controls this narrow
belt of land west of the Euphrates
that runs south from the Turkish border to the embattled city of
Aleppo, where rebels hold the eastern sector, should be able to dictate
how the multisided Syrian conflict
will unfold.
It could also trigger the entry of
Turkey into the war, further widening the conflict at a time when
a major international diplomatic effort is under way to convene peace
talks between the beleaguered regime of Syrian President Bashar Assad and rebel forces.

It could also trigger
the entry of Turkey
into the war, further
widening the
conflict.
“What happens in the Azaz corridor may determine who will win
Aleppo and thus the war,” observed
Aron Lund of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace and
editor of its Syria in Crisis reports.
“Incremental changes continue
to reshape the political landscape
in the north, where a complex
four-sided war rages between the
self-proclaimed Islamic State, a
powerful Kurdish militia, President
Bashar Assad’s central government
and a variety of Sunni Arabs backed
by Turkey, Saudi Arabia and the
United States,” Lund noted in a December 28th analysis.
Rebel forces led by the alliance
dominated by the Jaish al-Fatah al-

liance hold the corridor that is their
most important supply lifeline
from Turkey, which seeks to topple
Assad’s regime.
But the rebels are under growing
threat from three directions: from
the west by advancing Kurdish
fighters backed by Russian air power, from the east by Islamic State
(ISIS) forces and from the south by
the Syrian Army and its Iranian and
Russian allies.
“Meanwhile,” observed Fabrice
Balanche of the University of
Lyon 2 and a visiting fellow at the
Washington Institute for Near East
Policy, “the prospect of direct Turkish intervention looms over the
fighting, especially if the corridor
should fall.”
Russia’s growing dispute with
Turkey, triggered by the November 24th Turkish shooting down of
a Sukhoi fighter jet along the border after it reportedly strayed into
Turkish airspace, has added another layer of complexity to a multifaceted war.
This could well intensify because
of the Azaz fighting as Moscow supports the main Kurdish force in
Syria, the People’s Protection Units
(YPG), which Ankara bitterly opposes.
With the Russians now backing
the Kurds — and finding themselves
in a bizarre alliance of convenience
with the Americans — the prospect
of a direct clash between these two
powers becomes a possibility.
If the Damascus regime, aided by
Russian air power, takes over the
Azaz corridor, rebel forces backed
by Turkey and Saudi Arabia would
be cut off from their supply lifeline
and unable to resist Assad’s army
and its allies, leaving Turkey’s Syria strategy in ruins. This prospect
would leave Ankara little choice
but to help the rebels hold the corridor.
The rebels’ loss of the supply
route via Turkey would undoubtedly mean rebel forces currently
holding part of Aleppo would be
cut off, allowing Assad’s forces to

Propaganda picture shows fighters from Ahrar al-Sham preparing to fire a mortar shell at ISIS group
positions near the northern town of Azaz in Aleppo province, Syria.
triumph in what is left of the historic, war-ravaged city, which is
the key to northern Syria.
The Azaz corridor is 5km-15km
wide and runs south from the
strategic city of Azaz on the Turkish border to Aleppo, which was
Syria’s commercial heart before the
war began in March 2011. The vital
border crossing of Bab al-Salam,
the gateway for rebel arms and humanitarian aid to Syrian displaced,
lies on the northern edge of the
passage.
At the western edge of the northern end of the corridor lies Afrin,
which is controlled by the antiregime YPG. This is the Syrian arm
of Turkey’s outlawed Kurdistan
Workers’ Party (PKK), which has
been fighting Ankara for an au-

tonomous Kurdish zone in southeastern Turkey since 1984.
The 30,000-strong YPG, which
includes small Arab and Assyrian
militias, is a key US ally in Syria but
reviled by Turkey, the mainstream
Sunni groups, the jihadists and the
regime.
The YPG’s primary objective is to
capture a 96km stretch of territory
between Azaz and Jarablus to link
Kurdish enclaves in northern Syria,
including Kobane on the Turkish
border, into one contiguous Kurdish zone on Turkey’s flank.
Ankara has warned it will not tolerate Kurdish groups operating on
its southern border and has publicly stated its objective of establishing a “safe zone” to prevent Kurdish forces expanding control west

of the Euphrates along the frontier.
“Turkey’s Syria policy now aims
to secure Ankara a seat at the table when negotiations are held on
Syria’s future,” said Soner Cagaptay
of the Washington Institute and
author of The Rise of Turkey: The
Twenty-First Century’s First Muslim Power.
“This gives further significance
to the recent Russian air strikes
against the [Sunni Arab] rebels [in
the north]. Such attacks threaten
to debilitate these rebel groups and
simultaneously undermine Turkey’s… Syria policy.”
Ed Blanche is the Analysis editor
of The Arab Weekly. He has
covered Middle Eastern affairs
since 1967 and lives in Beirut.

Killing of rebel chiefs is a blow to search for Syria deal
James Bruce

Beirut

T

he December 25th assassination of Zahran Alloush, charismatic leader
of one of the most powerful rebel groups in Syria, in an air strike widely blamed
on Russia dealt a serious blow to
the most determined diplomatic effort yet to end a conflict that many
fear will, if left unchecked, consign
the Middle East to armageddon
Saudi Arabia’s execution of dissident Shia cleric Nimr Baqr al-Nimr
on January 2nd sharply escalated
Riyadh’s long-smouldering power
struggle with Iran and further
dimmed the prospect of progress
at peace talks scheduled to open in
Geneva on January 25th.

Abu Rateb al-Homsi,
Ahrar al-Sham’s
commander in Homs
province in central
Syria, was killed by
gunmen in
mysterious
circumstances.
Some saw the action by Saudi
Arabia, one of the key regional
powers involved in the Syrian war,
as reckless in the extreme, because
it seriously complicates already difficult negotiations for a political
transition in Syria that might end
a conflict in which at least 250,000
people have perished and half the
country’s pre-war population of 23
million has been displaced or become refugees.
But on a wider canvas, the Sau-

dis also feel betrayed by the Americans over the July 14th nuclear
agreement with Tehran and what
they see as a US strategic shift towards the Islamic Republic
The execution of Nimr, an outspoken critic of the House of Saud
and its 4,000 princes, and the subsequent rupture of relations between Riyadh and Tehran mean it
is unlikely that Iran and Saudi Arabia will sit down at the same table
in Geneva as agreed in December
to negotiate over Syria.
But if the Saudis’ strategic
stumbles are impeding diplomatic
efforts to end the Syrian bloodbath, the Russians, key allies of
Syrian President Bashar Assad,
who depends on them to maintain
his fragile grip on power, are suspected to doing so as well but with
a different set of targets.
The assassination of Alloush
was widely perceived as the work
of the Russians, whose air campaign against Assad’s enemies
launched on September 30th has
been heavy-handed and indiscriminate, to say the least.
Russian President Vladimir Putin does not want the reviled Syrian president to be toppled and has
made it very clear since he sent
Russian forces into Syria to rescue
the foundering regime that he is
prepared to crush those who seek
Assad’s downfall.
The Syrians claimed responsibility for the Christmas Day attack
on the headquarters of the jihadist
coalition known as Jaysh al-Islam
in the eastern Damascus suburb
of Otaya that also killed five other
commanders.
Jaysh al-Islam, which groups Islamist and Salafist factions, is one
of the most powerful Syrian rebel

A file picture of Zahran Alloush, commander of Jaysh al-Islam,
talking during a conference in the town of Douma, eastern Ghouta
in Damascus.
forces and controls the Eastern Ghouta and Douma districts, which
cover much of the Damascus suburbs, right on Assad’s doorstep.
In November, Jaysh al-Islam
and six other major groups announced a new alliance called the
Islamic Front, which also includes
the powerful Ahrar al-Sham group,
with a combined strength of about
45,000 fighters. Alloush was designated its head of military operations.
The authoritative Alloush, the

son of a Saudi Salafist cleric, was
one of the most controversial figures of the insurgency. He openly
advocated an Islamic state in Syria, yet he went to a broad-based
December gathering in Riyadh
attended by some 100 rebel chieftains to agree on a united position
in UN-sponsored talks with the Assad regime in Geneva.
If the Geneva talks are to have
any hope of success, and these are
fragile enough already, rebel warlords like Alloush would have to

participate to make them credible.
Alloush had frequently cooperated with the Jabhat al-Nusra,
al-Qaeda’s Syrian wing, but of late
he had sought to distance himself
from hard-line Islamist organisations, apparently to ensure Jaysh
al-Islam has a seat at Geneva.
In the dog-eat-dog Syrian war,
he had many enemies, including the regime. But he is the first
prominent rebel leader who has
been killed in targeted attacks in
recent weeks, and some of these
are perceived as part of a Russian
effort to eliminate senior rebel
chieftains and sabotage the Geneva parley.
On January 5th, 11 days after
Alloush was killed, Abu Rateb
al-Homsi, Ahrar al-Sham’s commander in Homs province in central Syria, was killed by gunmen in
mysterious circumstances in the
north of the province. There are
widespread suspicions the Russians were behind the assassination.
Several rebel leaders have been
killed since Russian air strikes began. While these may be listed as
normal combat deaths, Labib alNahhas, Ahrar al-Sham’s foreign
relations chief, warned after Alloush was killed: “Rebel groups
should realise they’re facing a war
of extermination by Putin’s regime.”
Beirut-based analyst Haid Haid
said the Alloush assassination
was “part of a systematic effort to
sabotage the… talks by targeting
the group’s leaders… which makes
the mission easier” by deepening
divisions within these groups or
provoke them into attacking Damascus and thus “walk out of the
talks”.
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GCC and Arab League back Saudi in Iran dispute
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

T

he
Gulf
Cooperation
Council (GCC) and the
Arab League threw their
support behind Saudi
Arabia in the diplomatic
row with the Islamic Republic of
Iran triggered by the execution of
a radical Saudi Shia cleric and the
subsequent attack on the kingdom’s embassy in Tehran.
After an emergency meeting January 9th in Riyadh, foreign ministers of the six-member GCC backed
Saudi Arabia and condemned what
they called “Iranian blatant interventions in the internal affairs
of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia”.
Saudi Foreign Minister Adel alJubeir said the kingdom might take
additional preventive measures “if
Iran continues with its belligerent
policies”.
“Iran has to make a decision
whether it is a nation state or a
revolution. If it’s a nation state,
it should act like one,” Jubeir said
after the GCC meeting, adding the
concept of “sectarianism” was unheard of in the region before the
Iranian revolution.
The latest dispute between the
two countries occurred after Saudi
Arabia executed 47 men, including the radical Shia cleric Nimr alNimr, on terrorism-related charges.
Iranian protesters soon thereafter
attacked the Saudi embassy in Tehran and its consulate in Mashhad.
The day after the GCC foreign
ministers met, the Arab League
in Cairo said it backed Saudi Arabia in the dispute with Iran. In a
statement following the meeting,
Arab League foreign ministers
condemned the attacks on Saudi
Arabia’s embassy in Tehran and accused the Iranian government of
failing to protect it. The statement
also condemned the recent discovery of a terrorist cell in Bahrain affiliated with Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps.
All Arab League members, except for Lebanon, whose foreign
minister, Gebran Bassil, is affiliated with Hezbollah, endorsed the
final statement. The Iran-backed

Arab foreign ministers attend an emergency Arab League session in Cairo, on January 10th.
group has been designated a terrorist organisation by a number of
countries and supports the regime
of Syrian President Bashar Assad in
the war in Syria.
“The Arab world cannot tolerate
acts that spark civil discord,” Arab
League Secretary-General Nabil
Elaraby said. “Iran has shown willingness to foment unrest among
Arab nations.”
“Iran has to decide what kind of
neighbour it wants to be: a good
neighbour or a chaotic neighbour
and so far it behaves like the latter,” UAE Foreign Minister Sheikh
Abdullah bin Zayed al-Nahyan said
following the meeting in Cairo.
In its communiqué, the Arab

League held Iran responsible for
the attacks and called on Tehran
to abide by international conventions and treaties that hold host
countries responsible for protecting diplomatic missions.
The statement deplored Iran’s
“hostile and provocative” statements against Saudi Arabia, calling
it interference in the kingdom’s affairs, and also condemned continued Iranian interference in the
internal affairs of Arab countries,
stressing that such acts undermine
security and stability in the region,
are a violation of international law
and are contrary to the principle of
good neighbourliness.
The Arab League denounced

Iran’s occupation of the UAE islands of Greater Tunb, Lesser Tunb
and Abu Musa; and Tehran’s support, training and financing of
terrorist organisations; and its attempts to undermine security and
stability in GCC countries.
There are fears that Saudi-Iranian spat might disrupt peace talks
regarding the war in Syria. However, both Saudi Arabia and Iran
reassured the United Nations that
talks would not be affected.
Meanwhile, in its first move to
defuse the crisis, Iran has held
Tehran province Deputy Governor Safar-Ali Baratlou responsible
for not stopping the attack on the
Saudi embassy.

“Based on primary investigations the mistakes of Safar-Ali
Baratlou, Tehran province’s deputy governor for security affairs,
were proven and he was promptly
replaced due to sensitivity of the
case,” the Interior Ministry said in
a January 11th statement.
Iran annually celebrates the 1979
takeover of the US embassy in Tehran and refers to it as the “second
revolution”. Since then, several
embassies have been attacked over
the years, notably those of Kuwait
in 1987, Saudi Arabia in 1988, Denmark in 2006 and Britain in 2011.
Mohammed Alkhereiji is the Gulf
section editor of The Arab Weekly.

Why Washington is worried about Saudi-Iran row
Gregory Aftandilian

Washington

T

he escalation of SunniShia tensions in the wake
of Riyadh’s execution of
Shia cleric Nimr al-Nimr,
and the subsequent Iranian-Saudi war of words, has put the
United States in a difficult position
as it tries to juggle competing interests.
First, the United States has close
ties to both Sunni and Shia-led regimes. Although the former dominate the region, the United States

has invested heavily, in terms of
blood and treasure, in the Shiadominated Iraqi regime, which
it sees as a critical ally in the war
against the Islamic State (ISIS).
In the wake of the Iran nuclear
deal, which was concluded last
summer, Washington hopes, as US
President Barack Obama has stated
on several occasions, that Iran, the
leading Shia nation, will eventually moderate its behaviour in the
region and return to the family of
nations.
Hence, for Washington to land in
the sectarian conflict on the side
of the Sunnis threatens not only to
upend its relationship with Bagh-

Iranian demonstrators burn a representation of the US flag during
a demonstration in front of the Saudi Arabian Embassy in Tehran,
on January 3rd.

dad but also to scuttle any chances
of a rapprochement with Iran. And
Obama sees the nuclear deal with
Iran and the potential for a better
relationship with Tehran as one of
his important legacies. He told a
journalist last May that, long after
he has left the presidency, “it’s my
name on this”.
But it is precisely that legacy that
worries the Saudis most of all. Although Saudi Arabia, after much
prodding from Washington last
summer, officially endorsed the
nuclear deal with Iran, it never really accepted it. Riyadh believes
that Iran will not honour the deal
and will do what it can to pursue
a clandestine programme. It also
fears that the windfall of cash that
will soon fill Tehran’s coffers with
the lifting of sanctions will embolden Iran’s meddling in the Arab
world, which is already occurring
in Iraq, Yemen and Syria.
Although the Obama administration has promised the Saudis that
they can buy very sophisticated US
military hardware for their defence,
the leadership in Riyadh does not
place much stock in Washington’s
promises that it will come to its defence. Unnamed Saudi diplomats
have complained in the media that
Washington has not done anything
in response to Iran’s recent missile
tests, for example, an ominous sign
from Riyadh’s perspective.
Washington also has its share
of problems with Riyadh. White
House spokesman Josh Ernest said
in January that US diplomats had

raised concerns with Saudi officials
about going ahead with the execution of Nimr because of the potential for “damaging consequences”,
which, he said, have now been
“precipitated” by the execution.
Still, with so many conflicts and
problems in the region, Washington needs the cooperation of both
Saudi Arabia and Iran, reflected in
the fact that shortly after the torching of the Saudi embassy in Tehran,
US Secretary of State John Kerry
was on the phone to foreign ministers from both Saudi Arabia and
Iran to try to calm the situation.

Riyadh fears that the
windfall of cash that
will soon fill
Tehran’s coffers
with the lifting of
sanctions will
embolden Iran’s
meddling in the Arab
world.
Washington’s top priority at this
point is keep the international
coalition together to defeat ISIS in
Iraq and Syria and to get a ceasefire
and a political process under way
in Syria that would finally end the
conflict. US officials had applauded
the cooperation and efforts of the
Saudis to host the recent meeting
of Syrian opposition forces — minus ISIS and the al-Qaeda-affiliate
Jabhat al-Nusra — in the kingdom
and they want Iran’s cooperation

to help convince Syrian President
Bashar Assad to agree to a transition timetable.
From the US perspective, anything that could derail these efforts
— such as the Saudi-Iranian war of
words — needed to be dealt with. As
State Department spokesman John
Kirby stated: “One of the things on
Kerry’s mind is not letting the Vienna process [on Syria] stall or fall
backward.” Thus far, the Saudi-Iran
spat has not scuttled that process.
On Iraq, the Sunni-Shia conflict has the potential to unravel
the military gains, albeit modest,
against ISIS. Although Iraqi Sunnis
complain that the Shia-dominated
government in Baghdad is not giving them their fair share of power,
the recent victory against ISIS in
Ramadi was carried out in conjunction with forces from the regular
Iraqi army and some Sunni tribal
forces. Continued cooperation between these two forces is necessary
if the much larger city of Mosul is to
be taken down the road.
Iraqi Prime Minister Haider alAbadi, while condemning the execution of Nimr, was careful not
to inflame an already delicate situation given Iraq’s sectarian problems. Washington is undoubtedly
hoping that such wise policies will
prevail.
Gregory Aftandilian is an
associate of the Middle East Center
at the University of MassachusettsLowell and is a former US State
Department Middle East analyst.
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Saudis strongly back severing ties with Iran
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

A

sense of weariness,
anger and frustration
dominates Saudi sentiment on the dispute
with Iran, with a majority of the kingdom’s populace
endorsing severing diplomatic ties
and embracing a boycott of Iranian
products.
The latest chapter in the feud
between the two countries began
after Saudi Arabia on January 2nd
executed 47 men, including radical
Shia cleric Nimr al-Nimr, on terrorism-related charges. Later the same
day, protesters attacked the Saudi
embassy in Tehran and its consulate in Mashhad.
Chain letters and text messages calling for a boycott of Iranian
products spread rapidly across
Saudi Arabia and the Saudi media
backed the cutting of ties with Iran.

Chain letters and
text messages
calling for a boycott
of Iranian products
spread rapidly
across Saudi Arabia.
“The general impressions you
get from social media is a sense of
general confusion with regards to
the political and religious dimensions of the dispute with Iran,”
Jassim al-Ghamdi, a Jeddah-based
journalist and analyst, told The
Arab Weekly.
“I had hoped that public awareness would transcend the sectarian
aspects of the dispute,” Ghamdi
said, highlighting that some social
media reactions carried a sectarian
tone.
“The Shias in the kingdom are
Saudi nationals with the same

privileges as all Saudis and some
of these online attacks should
not have included our Saudi Shia
brethren,” he added.
Ghamdi said cutting diplomatic
ties was “welcomed, timely and
a last resort. The geopolitical circumstances today are challenging
and Saudi Arabia had to set parameters.”
A quick look at Saudi reaction on
social media underscores the range
of opinions from the angry to hostile.
On his Twitter account Saudi
journalist Naif al-Osaymi wrote:
“Yesterday, we beheaded the terrorists and today we are cutting ties
with a sponsor of terror.”
Another Saudi Twitter user,
known as Alsuhaib22, went further
calling for the kingdom to cut ties
with Iraq as well. “If Saudi Arabia
really cut its ties with Iran, it should
also cut ties with Iraq. The Safavid
government in Baghdad is just another image of [Iranian Supreme
Leader Ali] Khamenei,” Alsuhaib22
tweeted.
The term Safavid refers to the
early 16th-century Persian Shia dynasty, which rivalled the Ottoman
Empire. Today, the term is used in a
derogatory way to describe Iranian
leaders, because of the shared view
of the Shia expansionism activities.
Another user, Saeed Salah alGhamidi wrote: “I ask that the
Saudi people also boycott Iranian
goods.”
The fallout from cutting economic ties was also prevalent, with
the Saudi business community uniformly backing the move. Business
figures across the country, through
various chambers of commerce,
have spearheaded the boycott,
with chamber leaders telling Saudi
businesses to replace Iranian goods
with goods from other Arab and Islamic countries.
On a grass-roots level, consumer
activist group Mogatah posted pic-

Saudi Interior Ministry’s spokesman Mansur al-Turki speaks during a news conference at the Saudi
Officers club in Riyadh, on January 2nd.
tures of Iranian products that it says
businesses should remove from
their shelves and cease selling.
The group blasted Swedish retailer Ikea for selling a Persian carpet with a “Made in Iran” label at
its stores in Saudi Arabia and applauded a Riyadh-based carpet
shop chain for halting sales of Iranian rugs.
Saudi Arabia’s biggest food producer, Savola, saw its shares plunge
9.7% on the Saudi stock index Tadawul after a senior executive at the
firm told Reuters of plans to maintain its investments in the Islamic
Republic despite the standoff.
“We knew the risks of doing
business in Iran from the start,” the

unnamed executive said. “For the
long term, Savola will have a competitive advantage once sanctions
have been lifted.”
Despite the plunge, analysts
see the firm, which earns 13% of
its gross revenue in Iran, weathering the economic storm in the long
run.
The severing of economic ties
will likely not affect either country dramatically. According to intelligence firm Euromonitor, the
volume of Saudi exports to Iran
totalled about $102 million at the
end of 2014 whereas Saudi imports
from Iran amounted to $181 million.
Prominent Saudi TV host and

Islamic scholar Mohsin Shaikh alHassan has also called on all Arabs
and Muslims to boycott Iranian
products.
“I urge all Arabs and Muslims to
boycott all Iranian products such as
food, clothes, vegetables as well as
services. Iran has been promoting
terrorism,” Hassan said.
The diplomatic spat even spread
to the football pitch. The Saudi
Arabian Football Association stated it would not participate in any
international matches in Iran due
to safety concerns. Teams from
the two countries had been scheduled to play each other in the Asian
Champions League and the Asian
Under-23 Championships.

Saudi Arabia and Iran: The divide is more secular than religious
Harvey Morris

London

T

he severing of relations
between Iran and Saudi
Arabia is the latest manifestation of a long-running struggle that has
more to do with secular geopolitics
than with a religious conflict dividing the region.
The spark for the present crisis
was Saudi Arabia’s execution of
a leading Saudi Shia cleric, Nimr
al-Nimr, and the angry response
of Tehran demonstrators who
stormed the Saudi embassy with

little apparent action by the Iranian
authorities to restrain them.
As both sides ramped up the
rhetoric, other Arab states allied to
Riyadh joined its diplomatic boycott of Iran.
Among the factors that have
exacerbated the ever-present tensions between Saudi Arabia and
Iran is the war in Syria, where
Tehran is defending the regime
of President Bashar Assad against
Saudi-backed rebels. The two sides
are also at odds in Yemen, where
the Saudis are actively involved in a
war against Shia Houthi rebels that
Riyadh claims are a proxy army for
Tehran.

The Saudis have also been taken
back by the decision of world powers, including the United States, to
reach a deal with Iran over its nuclear programme, a development
Riyadh fears may amount to a shift
by Washington towards Tehran.
The renewal of tensions following the execution of Nimr could not
come at a worse time for Iraq, where
the Shia-dominated government
has been trying to co-opt the support of Sunni tribes in the campaign
to destroy the forces of the Islamic
State (ISIS).
Iraqi Prime Minister Haider alAbadi was quick to condemn the
execution but he resisted demands

Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif (R) and his Iraqi counterpart Ibrahim al-Jafari in
Tehran, on January 6th.

from among his Shia constituency
to sever ties with Saudi Arabia. He
is aware that his army needs the
support of Sunni tribes to hold the
recently liberated town of Ramadi
and to undertake an attempt to retake Mosul from ISIS.
Years of conflict in Iraq and Syria
have been marked by deepening
animosities between sectarian communities — the minority Sunni and
majority Shia in the case of Iraq, and
the minority Alawite and majority
Sunni in Syria. But the divisions in
the region are more complex than a
simple rift between rival interpretations of Islam.
Tensions that predated the 1979
Iranian revolution were not fundamentally doctrinal in nature. At the
height of the reign of Iran’s shah,
the Saudis and their Gulf neighbours lived in the shadow of a regime that was emerging as, not only
a regional, a world power under the
leadership of its increasingly megalomaniac monarch.
In the chaos that followed the
Iranian revolution, conservative
Arab states colluded with Saddam
Hussein, the secular Ba’athist Iraqi
dictator, to attempt to crush Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini’s Islamic Republic. Saddam’s invasion of Iran in
September 1980 marked the start of
a nationalist, rather than a religious,
war, fought largely by Shia foot soldiers on either side of the border.
Early Iraqi propaganda in the
eight-year war couched the conflict in terms of a historical rivalry
between Arabs and Persians rather
than between Shias and Sunnis.
It was only when the war began
going badly for Saddam that he attempted to play the religion card by
making a well-publicised pilgrimage
to Mecca. Similarly, at the height of
the crisis over his 1990 invasion of
Kuwait, Saddam order the addition
of Allahu Akbar to the national flag

to give a spurious religious imprimatur to his adventure.
Saudi-Iranian relations hit one
of their periodic low points in 1987,
during the Gulf War, when 275 Iranians were killed during the pilgrimage to Mecca in clashes with Saudi
security forces. The bloodshed was
sparked by political tensions rather
than religion.
The Iranian contingent had been
demonstrating against the United
States, Russia and Israel because
of their alleged support of Iraq, and
against what Khomeini had branded “American Islam” — by which he
meant the conservative Gulf states
rather than Sunnis in general. Iranian leaders reacted by threatening to
uproot the Saudi rulers and free the
holy places from the “mischievous
and wicked Wahhabis”.

Among the factors
that have
exacerbated the
ever-present
tensions between
Saudi Arabia and
Iran is the war in
Syria.
Almost 30 years on, the two sides
remain trapped in a long-standing
rivalry for regional supremacy in
which sectarian divisions between
Sunnis and Shias provide a convenient rallying cry to sustain the fervour of the masses. The danger is of
further stoking divisions that play
into the hands of ISIS, which would
like nothing better than a holy war.
Harvey Morris has worked in the
Middle East for many years and
written several books, including
No Friends but the Mountains:
The Tragic History of the Kurds
published in 1993.
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The online fight
against terror

T

he fight against the Islamic State (ISIS) and other jihadist
terror groups continues on several fronts, including the
internet.

Following recent terrorist incidents in the United States,
the US-based, high-tech industry is showing more willingness to join the fight against online recruitment and
radicalisation that affects the Middle East and North Africa, indeed
the whole world.
The recent meeting of senior US government officials and top
executives from the tech industry in San Jose, California, is a step in
the right direction. Without the help of global technology companies,
no major progress can be accomplished in preventing jihadists from
exploiting the internet.
Private tech companies have a legitimate concern about not
infringing on freedom of communication or being perceived as too
close to any government but they cannot look the other way as the
internet serves as a dangerous instrument for terrorist organisations.
The international community, and countries of the Middle East and
North Africa in particular, look forward to tangible fruits from the new
government-industry collaboration.
Silicon Valley corporations have a duty towards their country but
they also have a duty as world citizens. The recent ban on “hateful
speech” by the social media company Twitter came not a moment too
soon. A Brookings Institution report revealed that ISIS operated more
than 46,000 Twitter accounts just in 2014. The company’s new policy
will go a long way towards addressing this unfortunate situation.
A Facebook spokesman said the company “does not tolerate
terrorists or terror propaganda and we work aggressively to remove it
as we become aware of it”. Let us hope that this statement of intent is
soon translated into action.
Another reasonable decision was the announcement by the US State
Department that it is “revamping its counter-violent-extremist
communications efforts through a new Global Engagement Center”,
which will “focus more on empowering and enabling partners,
governmental and non-governmental, who are able to speak out
against these groups”. This constitutes a welcome realisation that the
effects of a direct government role are, unfortunately, limited. One
such non-governmental organisation is the Abu Dhabi-based Sawab
Centre, which after only six months has had more than 420 million
web hits.
More civil society and youth-focused initiatives from the Arab and
Muslim world are needed to debunk the ISIS narrative, especially now
that its myth of invulnerability has been badly damaged by setbacks
suffered by ISIS fighters in Syria and Iraq.
Silicon Valley’s new commitment to the effort, along with effective
but behind-the-scenes government support, should be directed
towards ensuring that these civil society initiatives receive all the
support they can get.
The use of the internet by jihadists to lure vulnerable young people
to their horrendous designs is one of the most immediate problems
facing the Arab world today as thousands of young people continue to
join the killing fields of the Levant and elsewhere.
More cooperation between Arab countries and major tech companies in this regard could be necessary in the future for the common
interest of all humanity.
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Cutting off extremism’s
fuel supply

E

xtremist and terrorist
groups run on fuel. I am
not talking about the oil
resources that the
Islamic State (ISIS) has
seized in Iraq and Syria. I
am talking about a different kind of
Mark Habeeb
fuel: the powerful human emotions
of frustration, uncertainty, humiliation, fear and hopelessness.
In the Middle East and North
Africa today, these emotions run
rampant in virtually every society, as
they are among marginalised groups
— Muslim communities in particular —
in Europe. And where these emotions
predominate, terrorist recruitment is
made easy.
Writing prior to the “Arab spring”,
French scholar Dominique Moisi
said: “Too much fear, too much
humiliation and not enough hope
constitute the most dangerous of
all possible social combinations;
the one that leads to the greatest
instability and tension”. That social
combination virtually defines the
Arab World today. Economies that
do not efficiently provide goods and
services or offer the prospects of
social mobility, educational systems
that do not educate, a bulging youth
population that sees few prospects,
sectarian leaders stoking conflict
with the “other” — these conditions
are creating fear, humiliation and
hopelessness.
But the question remains: Why
do these conditions and the emotions they arouse lead one to join a
violent extremist group? One answer
has been provided by Michael A.
Hogg, a prominent sociologist at the
Claremont Graduate University in
California. Hogg argues that “societal change and personal life events
sometimes make one feel uncertain
about one’s self and identity. This
self-uncertainty can motivate people to identify with social groups,
particularly groups that provide a
distinctive and clearly defined identity… This process can make more
extreme groups attractive as a source
of identification.”
In short, groups such as ISIS
provide an answer to people who
are uncertain about their futures
and even their identities. They do
not join these groups out of
devotion to Islam — theology has little if anything to
Groups such as ISIS
do with it. They join out of a
provide an answer
need to belong to something
greater than themselves.
to people who are
And because of the chaotic
uncertain about
and divisive environment in
so much of the Arab world,
their futures and
their own nations no longer
even their identities. provide this. In many cases,
even their families no longer
provide a sense of meaningful belonging.
French scholar Olivier Roy,
who has studied the jihadist phenomenon in both the Middle East

and among European Muslims, says
that radicalisation is largely “a youth
revolt against society”, especially
societies in which their hopes and
expectations are frustrated. “These
rebels without a cause,” Roy said
recently at a conference in Germany,
“find in jihad a ‘noble’ and global
cause and are consequently instrumentalised by a radical organisation
that has a strategic agenda.”
This analysis suggests several
things. First, jihadist terrorism and
extremism will likely be with us for a
long time to come. Even if ISIS’s “caliphate” is defeated in Iraq and Syria,
the group probably will continue to
recruit followers for terrorist missions in the region and abroad.
Second, focusing on shutting
down or interfering with extremists’
social media activities — or offering
a “counter-narrative” social media
platform — is worth pursuing but
will have only a limited effect. One
way or another, these groups will
find ways to get their message out
and they know exactly which segments of society to target.
Finally — and most importantly
— the scourge of extremism and
terrorism will only be defeated by
addressing the root causes of fear,
humiliation and hopelessness.
This is a generational task, which
is why the problem will be with us
for some time to come. It will require
deep societal reforms, especially in
educational and economic systems.
It will require influxes of aid and
investment from the West and the
wealthy countries of the Gulf Cooperation Council. And it will require
political systems and social organisations that offer hope to the millions
of people who now face uncertainty
and hopelessness every day.
Make no mistake: This is heavy
lifting. It will be a massive undertaking, a global project. But if there is
anything that global terrorism has
taught us, it is that the world cannot
build a wall around a troubled region
and quarantine it from the rest of the
planet. And the truth is, the MENA
region’s crises derive in part from
historical actions by outsiders — European colonialism and the manipulation of local regimes by Moscow
and Washington during the Cold
War, in particular — so the West’s
contribution to this undertaking is as
much restitution as it is charity.
But any way you look at it, the
bottom line is clear: Because of globalisation, the world simply cannot
allow such a geographically large,
heavily populated and resourcerich area of the planet to fester in
violence and chaos.
Mark Habeeb is the East-West editor
of The Arab Weekly and adjunct
professor of Global Politics and
Security at Georgetown University in
Washington.
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Improving education in the Arab world is crucial

O

ne of the great
paradoxes in the
Arab world is the
quality, or rather the
lack of, higher
education. Indeed,
there are numerous graduate
Claude Salhani
schools in the Arab world;
however, the level of teaching is
far below the standards of
European and North American
schools.
A great many people in the Arab
world recognise the value of a
good education. Even illiterate
parents are well aware the
difference a college degree can
make in the life of their children
down the road.
Many will face years of hardship
and they will surmount economic
difficulties, issues with visas
and residency permits to meet
required regulations to send
their children to study in the best
universities in Europe and North
America. Yet, when it comes to the
quality of educational standards
in Arab universities, those remain
substandard when compared to
institutions of higher learning in
other parts of the world.
Not a single Arab university
makes a list of the best 100
colleges and universities around
the world.
One of the complaints often
heard in the region is that
education in the Arab world
is outdated and needs a major
overhaul. Education as it stands
in the Arab world today does not
prepare children to be citizens
or leaders of tomorrow, as do
Western universities. The teaching
of science, technology and foreign
languages is lagging. As is the
ability of universities to adapt to
changing trends in society and
to meet the changing academic
requirements.
Egyptian universities, for
example, continue to graduate
dozens of engineers every
year, although the demand for
engineers is not there in
the numbers provided by
There is a chronic
colleges. Many of those
engineers end up driving
and huge mismatch
taxis for the rest of their
between educational lives or working at menial
jobs in government
systems and the job
bureaucracies, and that is
if they are lucky.
market.
What authorities are
creating is strata of
unhappy, unsettled and
underemployed citizens who
will only be too happy to swell
the numbers at the next antigovernment protest.

Diploma blues. Iraqi students attend their graduation ceremony at the Technical University of
Baghdad.
The Egyptians, for example, say
they have found the solution to job
creation. They are indeed adding
new jobs but, rather than creating,
what they are doing is dividing
one job among several people.
That is because those in charge
were never taught to think outside
the box.
What happens is that more
people are employed to do a task
that initially required one or two
employees.
A visit to the Cairo Press Centre
in the Ministry of Information
in the early 1970s to obtain a
government press card found
two or three people running the
centre. But over the years the
numbers grew consistently and
by the 1980s that number jumped

to about 15 employees performing
a task previously carried out by
two people. One employee’s job
title was described as “the stamp
man”. His job was to rubber stamp
the press card. And he was a
college graduate.
History is still taught across the
board in a manner that mystifies
parts of the past and blots out
others so as not to displease the
authorities and not contradict
their version of events. Tolerance
and coexistence are not key
notions. In many instances, the
mention of Israel is taboo and
some maps do not even show the
Jewish state.
Most importantly, there is
a chronic and huge mismatch
between educational systems

and the job market. The subjects
covered in schools do not reflect
the necessity of the modern
workforce. The result is hundreds
of thousands of unemployed
graduates ready to join the next
street riots.
Critical thought encouraged in
the United States is frowned upon
in the Arab world and often seen
as subversive.
It is high time that the leaders of
the Arab world pull their collective
heads out of the sand and face
reality and move to provide a
better future for their children.
Claude Salhani is the Opinion
editor of The Arab Weekly.
Follow him on Twitter
@Claudesalhani.

ISIS, a problem to be tackled by the Muslim world

2

016 will be pivotal not
only in the Middle East
but also the rest of the
world as countries
unite to battle the
Islamic State (ISIS), the
most brutal, extremist and
John C.K. Daly
well-funded jihadi movement to
arise in the cauldron of Middle
East politics in centuries. The
fight against ISIS will be long and
hard and not limited to Iraq and
Syria, as Sinai, Paris and San
Bernardino have sadly shown.
There are plenty of guilty parties to assign the blame for the
rise of ISIS but topping the list is
the March 2003 US invasion
of Iraq, which purportedly
The ambivalence of possessed weapons of mass
destruction (WMD). No
a number of Middle WMDs were found but the
following the overEast governments chaos
throw of Saddam Hussein in
has fanned the
“the mother of all battles”
destroyed Iraq as a
flames of ISIS’s rise. effectively
multi-ethnic, secular state.
The two first acts of Paul
Bremer, the US civilian
administrator of the Coalition
Provisional Authority, were banning the Ba’ath Party and dissolving the Iraqi Army, leaving former

party and military members free
to starve in the new Iraq.
Not surprisingly, many of them
turned to violence against the
new, “democratic” regime — and
many of them now have senior
positions in ISIS.
The ambivalence of a number
of Middle East governments has
fanned the flames of ISIS’s rise,
from covert fiscal largesse to Sunni
extremist movements to Turkey’s
tardy closure of its 511-mile border
with Syria, effectively maintaining
a “jihadi highway” for militants to
flow into Syria, while smuggled oil
and antiquities flowed out to the
international black market.
There is also blood on the hands
of international auction houses
that purvey looted antiquities
from Iraq and Syria to the wealthy
for their penthouses.
While ISIS proclaims that its
caliphate embodies Muslim tradition, its brutal application of its
perverted version of sharia has led
to millions of refugees rejecting its
vision and fleeing to neighbouring
countries. Rape, torture, amputations, crucifixions, mass beheadings, the burning alive of prisoners
— such are the components of the

regime founded by ISIS.
This violence leads to another
problem in combating ISIS — the
relatively muted criticism from a
number of leading Sunni Muslim
clerics. From ulamas to imams,
stern denunciations based on the
Quran and hadith labelling ISIS
atrocities as un-Islamic are desperately needed, as in their absence
many both in the Muslim world
and beyond conclude that such silence amounts to tacit support for
the goals, if not the methods, of
ISIS. The topic of whether ISIS is
implementing “true” Islam needs
to be definitively addressed by all
sincere Muslim clerics.
It is in the theological realm that
the ultimate battle against ISIS for
Muslim “hearts and minds” will
be fought, a realm where the West
and its armaments are useless
and irrelevant. And ISIS is directly
attempting to recruit disaffected
Muslim youth with its slick videos, savvy internet presence and
social media use.
ISIS in its brutal extremism has
degraded into a religious variant
of Nazism, pure and simple, which
also had a sense of destiny, exclusivity and superiority reserved

for the “master race” alone. Their
creed, as with ISIS, was simple —
submit or die.
The time has passed for assigning responsibility for the emergence of ISIS. What is needed now
is not just military confrontation
but a full frontal assault on ISIS
theology, a jihad that can only
be undertaken by Muslims and
one that is long overdue, unless
Muslim parents want to see their
sons turned into killers and their
daughters into uneducated chattel.
A case for cautious optimism occurred December 15th when Saudi
Arabia announced that 34 Muslim
countries had agreed to form an
“Islamic military alliance” to fight
terrorism with a joint operations
centre in the kingdom.
While the coalition does not
include Shia-majority Iran or
Iraq, it’s a start, which, combined
with clerical denunciations and
staunching funding, may do more
in the long run to defeat ISIS than
any other move.
John C.K. Daly is a
Washington-based specialist
on Russian and post-Soviet affairs.
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Can Falluja be recaptured next?
Omar Hejab

Falluja

A

fter the Iraqi Army recaptured most of Ramadi, capital of the vast
western Anbar province,
the nearby city of Falluja
looks set to be the next target of its
advance against Islamic State (ISIS).
An ISIS supply lifeline to Falluja through Ramadi has now been
cut. Residents say there are at least
1,000 ISIS militants in Falluja, including dozens of foreign jihadists
who fled from Ramadi. But the ISIS
fighters are now trapped alongside
the predominantly Sunni Muslim population of the city which is
normally a 40-minute drive west
of Baghdad, the seat of Iraq’s Shiadominated government.
ISIS militants have threatened to
kill any resident who tries to escape
Falluja, according to Anbar council
member Ibrahim al-Fahdawi.
“Over the past few days, there
were clashes and quarrels between
Falluja residents and ISIS militants,
mostly foreigners, who are keeping
the people as human shields to bargain with when the army advances
further towards Falluja,” Fahdawi
said.

The city of Falluja
looks set to be the
next target of the
advance against
Islamic State (ISIS).
Resident Ahmed Hussein said
there was “daily fighting between
ISIS jihadists, some of whom advocate fleeing the city quietly, while
others prefer to fight until the last
moment and are preventing the

other jihadists from leaving”.
“ISIS has become divided in Falluja since Ramadi was recaptured,”
Hussein said in a telephone interview from Falluja.
“ISIS’s militants are extremely
anxious and edgy of what’s coming,” he said. “They are even fighting each other, using firearms and
shooting at each other.” He said the
foreigners involved included Afghans, Pakistanis, Frenchmen, Britons, Australians and Arabs, namely
Egyptians, Libyans, Algerians and
Palestinians.

“ISIS’s militants are
extremely anxious
and edgy of what’s
coming.”

Wedged between Ramadi and
Baghdad, Falluja was the first city to
fall to ISIS leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi’s militants in January 2014. Six
months earlier, ISIS emerged from
al-Qaeda and captured large parts
of Iraq and neighbouring Syria.
Baghdad legal consultant Wadi alJubouri said the situation in Falluja
“is catastrophic”.
“The tribes in Falluja differ from
those in Anbar, who were ostracised
by successive Shia governments
and where some sided with ISIS to
take revenge from the state,” Jubouri said.
He pointed out that Falluja’s
tribes “are different from those in
Anbar. Because of the proximity to
Baghdad and the mix of people living in the city, Falluja’s tribes lack
the close tribal affiliation and connection found elsewhere.”
Anbar council member Asmaa
Osama said: “Falluja is living one of
its most confusing and decisive moments. It’s difficult to predict what’s
next but it looks like the zero hour is
imminent.”

An Iraqi army tank manoeuvers on the outskirts of Fallujah during a military operation, last
September.
Police Lieutenant Ali Baidhani
said fighting had started in the outskirts of Falluja, especially in the
Karma area.
“For the final battle to recapture
Falluja to start is only a matter of
time,” he said. “The army is waiting for the go-ahead from the prime
minister’s office — either to enter
Falluja or wait for a bit.”
There are about 30,000 people
living in Falluja, according to Jab-

bar al-Issawi, a local council member still in the city. Before the ISIS
takeover, the city had a population
of 300,000. Issawi said 100,000
people fled to Baghdad as well as
the country’s centre, north and
south with the others heading to
Turkey, neighbouring Arab states
or Europe.
There “are shortages of certain
commodities, especially canned
food, rice and sugar”, Issawi said,

but some locally produced items,
such as wheat, dates, salt and margarine, are available.
“The people of Falluja are calling for pressure on the Council of
Anbar province to open corridors
to pass food and treatment for children and the elderly,” Issawi said.
Omar Hejab, a pseudonym used for
safety reasons, is an Arab Weekly
contributor in Iraq.

The three plagues of Iraq
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Martin Jay

I

t’s not as though the war in
Iraq was not enough of a
burden but the mayhem that
came about after the US
invasion and subsequent
occupation, compounded by
the unforgivable gross mismanagement of the country by the
civilian US administration hit the
Iraqi people hard.
Since then the country has
gone from one political disaster
to another — with corruption and
irresponsibility continuing to hang
over Iraq like a dark cloud.
A case in point is the situation
with Prime Minister Haider alAbadi, who took office in August
2014 hailed as “the great reformer
Iraq so badly needed”.
However, Iraq descended to
new levels of chaos that few could
have imagined — largely due to
three black holes — call them black
plagues — that set 2015 apart: the
Islamic State (ISIS), corruption and
low oil prices.
This was the year when the West
stood back and let Abadi do his
magic: overcome the country’s
crippling corruption and see if
Sunnis and Shias could unite
under the critical subject of how to
destroy ISIS and retake the Sunni
heartland.
Perhaps the virtuous Abadi bit
off more than he could chew as
even political tensions eclipse
the need to liberate towns lost
to extremists. Who takes them
back? And, if Sunnis are to allow
Shia militias — or even Kurdish
factions — to take them, what
happens afterward to the

The year 2016 started
with Mosul hanging in
the air.

demographics of the country?
Abadi seemed to find the right
formula when he set his sights on
liberating Ramadi from jihadists.
He deployed the national army,
which was supported by the
United States and other friendly air
powers, and kept the pro-Iran Shia
militia out of the battle
2015 will be remembered for the
retaking of Sinjar from ISIS but
also for the meltdown of relations
between Baghdad and the Kurdish
Regional Government (KRG), after
the latter complained about not
getting its monthly oil payments
and the former claimed that
Kurdish oil was being sold directly
to the market.
The year will also be noted for
poverty levels hitting an all-time
low of 22%, according to some

reports.
But 2015 will be etched into the
country’s timeline as the year
when Abadi’s anti-corruption
drive crashed head-on with its
adversaries. This sent a clear
message to the prime minister
that he was going over a line with
what was seen as an attack on the
old guard — read Nuri al-Maliki —
and the establishment that feared
Abadi’s reforms translated into a
power grab.
The parliament, which identified
its own massive corruption in a
report that identified a Cessna
single-engine plane, valued at
about $2 million and which the
Iraqi government purchased
for $16 million, had had enough
of Abadi’s clean-up. Deputies
kicked Abadi’s reform plan into

2015 will be
remembered
for the
retaking of
Sinjar from
ISIS but
also for the
meltdown
of relations
between
Baghdad and
the Kurdish
Regional
Government
(KRG).

A displaced Iraqi child from the minority Yazidi sect, playing with snow in the
Iraqi town of Sinjar west of Mosul.

the murky depths of the Tigris
while international media
trumpeted reports of $500 billion
being siphoned off by Abadi’s
predecessor.
Abadi’s 2015 was a shaky one.
He inherited a country that many
would argue had fallen over the
edge on so many issues that it
remains a mystery how “Baghdad”
— a popular euphemism for
the failed state’s rough-shod
institutions — operates as a
centralised government. Indeed,
hacks are scribing the blueprint
of a decentralised country with
increased powers given to the
regions while some of Abadi’s
closest aides whisper fears of a
military takeover if he clings onto
power.
The big disappointment for
Abadi in 2015 was his failure to
galvanise Sunni support in the
fight against ISIS. It was this
fragmented setup with army and
security services that led to a
chaotic apparatus in most of the
Sunni region taken in the last
two years. ISIS capitalised on
this when it captured Falluja and
Ramadi in 2014 and later Mosul.
The year 2016 started with
Mosul hanging in the air as talk
circulated about how and when
it would be taken back, with the
United States and Kurds the only
real players and, as usual, the
Iraqis doing all the complaining
but not any of the work.
The situation on the ground
seems to have improved slightly
with the recapturing of Ramadi,
a major victory for the prime
minister and perhaps a turning
point in the war against ISIS.
Martin Jay is the Beirut
correspondent for the Daily
Mail and the founding editor
of An-Nahar English (Lebanon)
newspaper. Follow him on Twitter:
@MartinRJay.
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Egypt’s long-awaited
parliament comes to life
Hassan Abdel Zaher

Cairo

E

gypt’s new parliament,
which had its maiden session January 10th, faces
the tough mission of following the country’s new
constitution to craft legislation,
bringing its rocky transition to an
end and stabilising the legislative
process, observers say.
The 596-member legislature, the
first in three years, was formed
after elections in October and November to fill a void created by
the dissolution in June 2012 of the
Islamist-dominated parliament.
The new parliament is, however,
dominated by loyalists of Egyptian
President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi.
The Muslim Brotherhood, the Islamist organisation that gave Egypt
its first president, after the 2011
popular uprising, is largely absent
from parliament, having boycotted
the elections after becoming the
focus of a fierce crackdown by authorities.
Egypt’s legislative power has
been in the hands of the country’s
president since the dissolution of
the Islamist-dominated Senate,
which became responsible for legislation after the dissolution of the
parliament in June 2013.

The new parliament
is dominated by
loyalists of Egyptian
President Abdel
Fattah al-Sisi.
“The presence of a parliament
that assumes its legislative duties
means a lot in fact,” said Youssri
al-Ezbawi, a researcher at the AlAhram Centre for Political and
Strategic Studies think-tank. “It
means a lot for Egypt’s international standing and also for its political
system.”
In the course of the two-and-ahalf years during which the presidents held the legislative power,

more than 400 laws were issued.
These laws need to be debated and
approved by parliament, yet another challenge.
In a session January 10th that
lasted more than 15 hours, legislators — some political newcomers and other figures of the party
of longstanding president Hosni
Mubarak, who was ousted in 2011
— elected a professor of constitutional law, Ali Abdel A’al, to be the
parliament speaker.

Eighty-seven seats
(about 15%) are held
by women.
Legislators verbally quarrelled
during the session, stumbled as
they elected the parliament speaker and also at times acted without
appropriate decorum.
As he swore the oath of allegiance, one legislator said he did
not recognise a part in the new
constitution, that describes the
anti-Mubarak uprising as a “revolution”.
A member of the ultra-orthodox
Salafist Al-Nour Party, which controls only 12 seats, refused to read
the oath from a piece of paper as
his colleagues did. He held a copy
of the Quran in his two hands as he
read the oath, showing contempt
for the oath itself.
The last time Egyptians saw the
members of Al-Nour in parliament
was in 2012 when they refused to
stand while the national anthem
was played, expressed scorn for democracy and poked fun at the revolutionaries who brought Mubarak
down.
Rami Mohsen, a researcher who
has been closely following the formation of the new parliament, said
the fact that there is not a party with
an absolute majority in the legislature will render this body incapable
of making legislation and holding
the government accountable.
“The fact that most of the members are independents with no specific political agenda will result in
the presence of an entity where too

many fragmented poles are facing
each other,” Mohsen said. “This will
render parliament ineffective.”
Almost two-thirds of the members of parliament are independents. Nevertheless, a coalition
staunchly supporting Sisi controls
the remaining third of seats, which
was originally dedicated to political parties, and has leverage over a
large number of independent MPs,
according to analysts.
A fragmented and weak parliament, Mohsen said, is the last thing
Egypt needs as it works to move beyond the turmoil since Mubarak’s
ouster.
Militancy in the Sinai peninsula
near the border with Israel — where
a home-grown group linked to the
Islamic State (ISIS) is active — is one
of the challenges the new parliament faces.
Egypt’s economy also needs to
grow to create jobs for millions of
unemployed youths and offer opportunities for millions of impoverished families.

Christians, who
make up almost 10%
of Egypt’s
population of 90
million, control 38
seats.
Despite all these grim realities,
Ezbawi said, there are clear winners
in the new parliament.
“Women are part of the winners,”
he said. “We have never had such a
high number of female representatives in the legislature before.”
Eighty-seven seats (about 15%)
are held by women, the highest
such representation in Egypt’s political history.
Christians, who make up almost
10% of Egypt’s population of 90
million, control 38 seats. Almost
40% of the seats of parliament are
held by people under 45 years of
age.
The formation of a parliament is
also a prerequisite for Egypt’s economic recovery, analysts said. They
said a functional parliament is usu-

Members of the Egyptian parliament attend the opening session
at the main headquarters of Parliament in Cairo, on January 10th.
ally viewed by foreign investors as
a measure of legal and political stability.
“The parliament is also necessary
for the finalisation of deals with
foreign organisations and governments,” Mohsen said.
Egypt is in talks with the World

Bank for a loan of $3 billion. Mohsen said a deal such as this cannot be
finalised without parliament’s approval.
Hassan Abdel Zaher is a
Cairo-based contributor to
The Arab Weekly.

Landmines cost lives, hinder development in Egypt
Hassan Abdel Zaher

Cairo

L

andmines planted decades ago in vast oil-rich
areas of western and
northern Egypt take lives,
hamper development and
cost hundreds of millions of dollars
in lost revenues, experts said.
An estimated 23 million landmines — most of them anti-personnel devices — were planted in the
western desert, near the Suez Canal
and in the Sinai peninsula during
World War II and Egypt’s repeated
wars with Israel.
“Vast territories are falling off development plans made by successive governments because of the
presence of the landmines,” said
Magdy Diab, the head of Arab Society for Assisting Mine-Affected Areas. “This causes untold economic
losses to our country.”
Most of the landmines were
planted in areas with great oil
and mineral wealth. The international mine-clearing initiative
Minesweepers said. Minesweepers works with governments, using
modern technology and robots, to
demine fields. Only 14% of oil and
natural gas fields are utilised in
Egypt’s north coast, for example,
because of the landmines, the initiative said.
Landmines in Egypt amount to
20% of all landmines deployed

throughout the world. Egypt has
the world’s fifth highest number of
anti-personnel landmines planted
per square mile, according to the
initiative.
Ordinary Egyptians, such as Fadl
al-Amin, a 38-year-old former shepherd, pay dearly for the presence of
these landmines.
The last time Amin used his left
leg was in 2010 when he herded
sheep near an oil exploration field
in the north-western province of
Marsa Matrouh. After a deafening
blast, he suddenly lost conscious-

ness. He awakened a few hours
later and was told that doctors had
had to amputate his left leg.
“This was a black day,” Amin
said. “I didn’t think there would be
landmines in this area because an
oil company was working in close
proximity.”
Landmines were hidden in the
western desert during World War
II when the British occupied Egypt
and used the weapons to fend off
Italian and German troops trying to
invade from Libya in the west and
the Mediterranean in the north.

A 2012 file picture shows Egyptians calling for the removal of
mines and other munitions in the Egyptian Mediterranean town
of El-Alamein, 265km north-west of Cairo, where more than 7,000
Allied soldiers died during World War II.

The government says it has destroyed as many as 315,000 landmines but that is only a fraction of
the landmines deployed.
Government efforts to demine
fields near the Suez Canal and in the
Sinai peninsula have allowed for
economic development, said Fathi
el-Shazly, who heads a government
body for minefield clearance.
Referring to major development
projects in the Suez Canal region,
Shazly added that removing landmines from the region would encourage industrial development
and attract investment.
The government said it is contacting the governments of Italy,
Germany and Britain to help in the
demining. However, since most of
the landmines were planted more
than 60 years ago, the devices are
often covered with thick deposits
of mud or sand, which makes it difficult for conventional detection
techniques to find them.
Experts like Diab also said landmines can shift location over time
and, due to weather conditions, the
soil type can pose a challenge to
mine detection and clearance.
“There are also hundreds of landmine types here,” Diab said. “Mines
can have different types of casings
and these casings must have been
degraded over time, altering their
detection signature.”
Egypt does not have maps for
most of the minefields and available maps are often of little use due
to the nature of the dusty soil in af-

fected areas.
Britain was reported to have provided Egypt with minefield maps
but Germany and Italy have not,
although they support mine-clearance efforts with equipment and
training.
The absence of minefield maps
and demining challenges means
the weapons are still killing a large
number of people in Egypt’s vast
deserts. The government says
around 3,200 people have been
killed and 4,723 others injured because of landmines in the past 25
years. Non-governmental organisations say, however, the numbers are
far larger.

An estimated 23
million landmines
— most of them
anti-personnel
devices — were
planted in the
western desert.
Amin used to earn a living by
herding sheep but he lost his job after he lost his leg. Now, he is jobless
and feeds his six children with the
approximately $50 he receives from
the government in support every
month.
“I lost everything the day I ran
over this landmine,” Amin said. “It
all happened in a second but left
me with suffering for the rest of my
life.”
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Libya’s ‘third government’ stirs up more conflict
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

L

ibya’s UN-backed government, designed to restore
stability to the conflicttorn country and ward off
the threat of the Islamic
State (ISIS), is becoming a de facto
third government in Libya, amplifying civil strife already afflicting the
North African state.
If the situation were to continue,
Libya’s divides will widen, allowing
ISIS fighters to win more territory
and increase security threats to Libya’s neighbours — Tunisia, Algeria,
Sudan, Niger, Chad and Mali — experts say.
“Libya faces implosion at any
time as there is no negotiated solution in the near future. With the
UN-backed government, we have
three governments now and Libya
is becoming a time bomb in the process,” said Hatem Ben Salem, head
of Tunisian Strategic Studies Institute, a think-tank affiliated to the
presidency.
The new government’s predicament was underscored by the
choice of venue for the signing ceremony of the agreement: Skhirat,
Morocco. The Libyan capital, Tripoli, was deemed too unsafe.
Libya already had two warring
parliaments with their respective
governments: The internationally
recognised House of Representatives in Tobruk and the pro-Islamist
General National Congress in Tripoli. If both agree on one thing it is
their rejection of the UN-backed
unity government.

If the situation were
to continue, Libya’s
divides will widen,
allowing ISIS
fighters to win more
territory.
Underlining the fact that the unity government is perceived as a foreign project with no tangible support in Libya, that government led
by Prime Minister Fayez al-Sarraj is
mostly based in Tunis, the capital of
Tunisia.
Sarraj recently travelled from Tunis to convey his government’s con-

dolences to the families of the victims of an ISIS bomb attack in Zliten,
in western Libya. However, he left
hastily because of hostility towards
him and Libyan reports that authorities had foiled a planned bomb attack against his convoy.
An ISIS affiliate in eastern Libya
claimed responsibility for a suicide
truck bomb attack on January 7th
that targeted a police base in Zliten.
At least 60 police officers were killed
and another 200 were wounded.

“Each day that
passes without the
reconciliation
process in Libya
advancing is a day
gained by Daesh.”
On January 11th, the Libyan National Oil Corporation (NOC) emptied oil storage tanks at the Ras
Lanuf terminal as a precaution after
ISIS militants attacked the country’s two biggest oil ports. Each of
the tanks was estimated to contain
420,000-460,000 barrels of oil.
ISIS attacked oil terminals at Es
Sider and Ras Lanuf, which lie between Sirte, which is controlled by
the militant group, and the eastern
city of Benghazi.
The attacks triggered several days
of clashes between militants and
the Petroleum Defence Guards. Five
oil storage tanks in Es Sider and
two others at the Ras Lanuf facility
about 20 km away caught fire. The
Petroleum Defence Guards lost 18
members in the attacks.
Since losing Tripoli to a rival
government, Libya’s official government, based in the east, has
appointed its own NOC management. So far, foreign oil buyers have
sought to ignore the conflict by continuing to pay through the state’s
NOC and the central bank in Tripoli,
using a system in place for decades
under Qaddafi.
French former senior intelligence
officer Alain Rodier, director of
research at the French Centre for
Research on Intelligence, blamed
ISIS’s incursion on oil facilities for
the increased Libyan infighting,
including between Libyan Army
commander Khalifa Haftar and the
newly named government.
“The problem does not really lie

Libyan protesters take part in a demonstration against the UN-sponsored agreement on forming a
national unity government, in Tripoli, on January 8th.
on the strength of Daesh (an Arabic
acronym for ISIS) in Libya but it is
the impossibility of unifying the
forces which must oppose it,” Rodier said.
“(Despite naming Sarraj’s government), Libya is still divided between
two governments — one in Tobruk
recognised until now by the international community and the other
in Tripoli bolstered behind the
scenes by a Qatari-Turkish alliance
which advances the interests of the
Muslim Brotherhood,” he said.
Taking advantage of the split in
the government in eastern Libya,
ISIS fighters attempted attacks on
additional oil facilities but were
turned back by assaults from unidentified drones, according to Libyan media reports.
“Adding another layer of complication to the situation, there is
a split within Tobruk camp: General Khalifa Haftar, who is the chief
of the legal army is falling afoul of
Ibrahim al Jadhran, commander of
the Petroleum Defence Guards, the
militias that protect oil facilities,”
added Rodier.

Rodier and other security experts said while a central government vacuum and political rivalry
and infighting permitted the ISIS
military offensive, Libya bears no
similarities to Syria and Iraq for the
growth of the militant group. There
is no Shia minority against which to
whip up hatred as ISIS does in Syria
and Iraq. Jews or Christians have
virtually no presence in Libya nor is
there even a government to target.
But if the vacuum endures, ISIS
may turn into a force that cannot be
ignored along with a patchwork of
militias and other terrorist groups,
such as al-Qaeda’s North Africa affiliate Ansar al-Sharia.
ISIS’s threat, oil wealth and migrants’ smuggling clearly motivate
the European Union and its Western
allies to bolster the UN-backed government and display its impatience
with Libyan factions opposition to
the Sarraj cabinet.
“Each day that passes without the
reconciliation process in Libya advancing is a day gained by Daesh,”
said Martin Kobler, the UN special
envoy for Libya.

For most Libyans, the situation is
increasingly painful. They cite increasing numbers of kidnappings,
rapes and other acts of violence.
Economic difficulties are mounting
as shown with the recent closure of
banks in eastern areas as money liquidity dried up.
“They took away Libya from us.
There are criminals everywhere.
When we get out from our homes
each morning, we are not sure
whether we return home whole.
People are killed by criminals for
no reason. We feel insecure all the
day,” said Mohamed Mismari, a 32year old power utility employee in
Tripoli on a recent visit to Tunis.
“We support any entity or person
who has the sheer force to beat these
criminals and restore peace but, for
now, we see no one. The new government? Do they even have the
power to protect themselves in
Tripoli before they can promise us
security and prosperity?” he asked.
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis. He has
covered North Africa for decades.

Oil and gas loom large in Libya’s transition from chaos
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Mustafa
Salheen
el-Huni

L

ibya is once again a
focus of international
attention because of
the bloody activities
of jihadist groups that
are targeting security
forces and oil installations in the
country and threatening
security in the Mediterranean.
Militants affiliated with the
Islamist State (ISIS) and alQaeda would like to prevent the
transition of Libya from chaos to
stability.
If Libya has become a training
venue for terrorists since 2011
and a transit point for traffickers
of all kind, including migrant
smugglers, it is because of the
failure of the country to negotiate
a successful transition from
a chaos-based state, through
which Libyan dictator Muammar
Qaddafi governed for 43 years, to
a democratic government with
working institutions.
One can argue there were

Hydrocarbon
exports can finance
the rebuilding of
military and security
institutions.

official institutions in Qaddafi’s
Libya but those institutions
were subjected to a pattern of
organised anarchy orchestrated
by the previous ruler and could
not ensure any form of viable
state building. Corruption and
failed socio-economic policies
planted the roots of future revolts
and uprisings, which led to the
fall of the regime.
Since then, there has been a
new pervasive state of anarchy.
Former opposition members who
had no government experience or
were for too long either in exile
or in jail, could not fill the power
vacuum or manage the country.
The exercise of power turned
into score-settling and civil
strife. Lack of fully legitimate
and effective institutions as well
as the proliferation of armed
groups hampered any peaceful
transition.
Large segments of the Libyan
population suffer from insecurity
and lack of social and economic
services causing the displacement
of hundreds of thousands at
home and abroad.
The ongoing state of destructive
anarchy has not only jeopardised
the well-being of Libyans but has
been detrimental to the interests
of the international community,
including those of the West.
The approaches followed to
reach a settlement to the Syria,

Iraq and Yemen conflicts cannot
be applied to Libya; neither
can the Egyptian and Tunisian
recipes.
Because of its ethnic, regional
and tribal composition, as well
as its political history since
independence, especially the
more than four decades of
Qaddafi’s rule, Libya is different
from other Arab countries. To
ensure the transition Libyans
and the world want, a different
approach is needed for this
sparsely populated North African
country. Through their ongoing
dialogue, Libyans are trying to
figure that out.
One particular asset that helps
Libya overcome its travails will
be its natural riches. Oil and gas
exports will be vital factors in the
future stability in Libya, despite
the vicissitudes of the world
market.
Hydrocarbon exports can
finance the rebuilding of military
and security institutions without
recourse to loans or foreign
assistance. They can also provide
the revenue the country needs
for economic recovery. The
implementation of economic
programmes, especially that of
infrastructure projects, can start
immediately with steady oil and
gas output.
New income will help finance
the costly effort of collection

The
approaches
followed
to reach a
settlement
to the Syria,
Iraq and
Yemen
conflicts
cannot be
applied to
Libya.

of weapons and dismantling
of armed militias. Budgets will
be needed to establish secure
arms depots, compensate armed
individuals and groups willing
to relinquish their weapons and
retrain revolutionary elements in
other skills beside warfare.
The resumption of Libya’s oil
and gas activity will lessen the
country’s dependence on Russian
gas imports. Reconstruction will
also provide many joint ventures
between Libya and foreign
nations, including investment
and employment opportunities.
It will spur development and
stability in Libya’s neighbourhood
as well.
The full resumption of
hydrocarbon exports from Libya
will require some time. The
return to peace and normality
will be an uphill battle requiring
vision and perseverance but it
is not too early to start planning
for the sound use of oil and gas
management in Libya once a
sustainable political agreement is
reached.
Oil and gas will definitely help
ensure a speedy and sustainable
return from a state of anarchy to a
state of stability, democratic rule
and economic prosperity.
Mustafa Salheen el-Huni is the
former vice-president of the
Libyan Transitional Council.
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Algeria introduces constitutional reforms
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

A

lgerian
constitutional
reforms regarding the
Berber language and a
two-term limit for heads
of state have been introduced by Algerian President Abdelaziz Bouteflika.
Also among suggestions, announced January 4th, was a provision by which future Algerian presidents must consult with parliament
on the appointment of a prime minister.
The
planned
constitutional
changes, promised by Bouteflika
during Arab upheaval in 2011,
skirted opposition demands that
reforms follow a political transition arrangement to reshape the
regime’s foundations.
Main opposition groups and
prominent figures have argued that
tweaking of fundamental law texts
on October 5, 1988, had left the
regime core unchanged and that
Algeria urgently needs an efficient
and productive economy, social
justice and transparent and independent judiciary.
Military leader Ahmed Caid Salah
was shown seated with Bouteflika
putting final touches to the planned
reforms before the announcement.
Caid Ahmed’s presence underscored military support for the reforms and its role as a guarantor of
political stability.

The reforms may be
aimed at facilitating
a stable transition of
power if Bouteflika
decides to step down.
Bouteflika, re-elected to a fourth
term in April 2014, had promised a package of amendments
to strengthen democracy in the
hydrocarbon-rich North African
state, which has been mostly governed by the National Liberation
Front (FLN) party and the army,
since winning independence from
France in 1962.
Analysts say that, despite the veneer of democracy in recent elec-

tions, Algeria’s political system
is deeply controlled behind the
scenes through arrangements and
compromises between the FLN elite
and army generals who compete
for influence, leaving opposition
parties with little power. Regime
supporters argue such a system has
underpinned the country’s stability
amid regional upheavals.

Algeria’s political
system is deeply
controlled behind
the scenes through
arrangements and
compromises
between the FLN
elite and army
generals.
“The consensus over the reforms
was difficult to achieve after four
years of attempts to forge it as the
master of the constitution revision,
the head of the state, had squandered the capital of political confidence since 2008 when he changed
the constitution to have a third
mandate,” said the Liberté newspaper in an editorial.
The constitution limited the
presidential mandate to two terms
before 2008’s change but it was restored in the proposed reforms.
“The revision of the constitution
is at the same time too early and too
late for the opposition which has
among its priorities a commitment
for a political transition… There is
no place left for the debate,” added
Liberté.
The influential El Watan newspaper described the proposed reforms as “a charade”, arguing they
would bring no meaningful change
as the regime structure remains the
same.
“The proposed changes, though
attractive at the surface, are no substitute for the lack of legitimacy of
the presidency, which drafted the
new text of the constitution as well
as the parliament which will endorse it,” added El Watan.
The blueprint of the reforms,
which Bouteflika’s cabinet director,
Ahmed Ouyahia, presented, is to be
submitted to parliament this month
for approval, the last hurdle before

A 2014 file picture shows Algerian Prime Minister Abdelmalek Sellal (R) speaking during a
parliamentary session at the National Assembly in Algiers.
being incorporated into the constitution.
“The amendments have been
drafted after consultations. About
70% of those amendments reflects
collective proposals from parties
who took part,” Ouyahia said.
The amendments would also officially recognise the Amazigh
language spoken by Berbers, the
original inhabitants of North Africa
before the seventh-century Arab
arrival.
However, the document also
states that Algeria is an Arab nation, which is likely to irk Berber
activists who clamour for plurality
of identities and cultures instead.
In 2002, the Algerian government recognised Amazigh as a national
language, meaning it could be

taught in schools in Berber-speaking areas. But Berbers had pushed
for Amazigh to gain official status,
which would put it on the same
level with Arabic.
Bouteflika’s supporters have a
strong majority in the legislative
body and the reforms are likely to
easily pass but a group of prominent opposition figures and political parties have assailed the proposed changes for falling short of
their demands.
“Any revision of the constitution that involves the country’s
future requires that the people be
consulted through fair and honest
elections,” they said in a statement.
Since his 2014 re-election, Bouteflika, 78, has appeared in public
only in brief images on state media.
He suffered a stroke in 2013 that

left him hospitalised in France for
several months.
Analysts say the reforms may be
aimed at facilitating a stable transition of power if Bouteflika decides to step down but the proposals keep the door open for deeper
changes in the future.
Algeria’s government is facing
daunting economic challenges after the dramatic collapse of world
oil prices cut crucial oil and gas
revenues in half, forcing the government to trim budget spending
for 2015 and 2016.
“The expected sharp rise of prices in 2016 and the fall of the dinar
currency value revive the worries
of Algerians about the living costs
and purchasing power. That makes
2016 a year of high risks,” said analyst Ali Titouche.

Morocco intelligence helped France thwart terror attacks
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

M

oroccan
officials
gave French authorities information that
helped avert terror
attacks like the ones
that killed 130 people in Paris in
November, a top Moroccan intelligence official said.
“This intelligence precisely allowed France to avoid more severe
attacks that were planned,” Abdelhak Khiame, director of Morocco’s
Central Bureau of Judicial Investigations, told the Associated Press
(AP).

Morocco has
tightened security
and taken
pre-emptive
counterterrorism
measures to
dismantle cells
across the country.
Moroccan intelligence services
also helped French police find Abdelhamid Abaaoud, the suspected
architect of the November 13th attacks in France. The Islamic State
(ISIS) jihadist from Belgium was
killed along with two other suspects in a gun battle with police in
the St Denis district north of Paris.
French authorities had thought

Abaaoud, 28, one of ISIS’s most
high-profile European jihadists was
in Syria, but Moroccan intelligence
services informed them that he was
in France.
France reactivated its intelligence
cooperation with Morocco following the January 2015 attacks on the
Charlie Hebdo magazine offices in
Paris. Three of the seven suspected
perpetrators, including Abaaoud,
came from Molenbeek, a predominantly Muslim neighbourhood near
the historic centre of Brussels.
Belgium issued an international
arrest warrant against Abaaoud,
who was sentenced in July in absentia to 20 years in prison for recruiting jihadists for Syria.
In June 2015, a list of 80 names of
people radicalised was given to the
mayor of Molenbeek. The names
of Abdelhamid Abaaoud, Brahim
and Salah Abdeslam and Mohamed
Abrini, wanted as part of the investigation into the Paris attacks, were
on the list. They were reported to
have been “radicalised”, “gone to
Syria” or “belonging to the Islamist
movement”.
Khiame said that Moroccan intelligence quickly pointed Belgian police to Molenbeek.
“After the attacks that took place
in Paris, Morocco communicated
that they (the attackers) were connected to a Belgian affiliate in Molenbeek,” Khiame told AP.
“It was true because afterwards,
thanks to the intelligence that we
had, we were able to communicate
to France that the mastermind of

Director of the Central Bureau of Judicial Investigations Abdelhak
Khiame at his headquarters in Sale near Rabat, in January 2016.
this group… Abdelhamid Abaaoud,
was still in Paris at St Denis.”
Moroccan authorities arrested
Abaaoud’s brother, Yassine, last
October after his plane landed in
his father’s home town of Agadir.
Yassine Abaaoud has been in custody since.
Khiame said Yassine Abaaoud
was arrested because he “belongs
to a family (involved) in terrorism”
although Yassine apparently did
not provide helpful information
about his brother prior to Paris attacks.

Morocco’s intelligence service
is known to be very active in the
country and overseas, reportedly
thwarting terror attacks in Morocco in the last few years and tipping
European counterparts to potential extremists, especially those
with dual nationalities. That active
participation makes the kingdom
on the list of ISIS targets.
“Morocco, a Muslim kingdom
that is a major US ally and bulwark
of stability in North Africa, shares
intelligence on potential extremists with Western allies and across

the Arab world, from Libya to
Egypt, Saudi Arabia and the United
Arab Emirates,” Khiame said.
There are more than 3,000 jihadists of Moroccan origin fighting in Syria and Iraq, according to
the Moroccan Interior Ministry.
Russian air strikes in Syria forced
some jihadists to flee the country,
increasing the likelihood they have
returned to their home countries.
Khiame insisted that such suspects
are being watched.
Morocco was victim of terror attacks in 2003 when 33 people were
killed in Casablanca. Eight years
later, a bomb attack on a café in
Marrakech’s main square killed 17
people.
Since then, Morocco has tightened security and taken pre-emptive counterterrorism measures to
dismantle cells across the country.
“We don’t wait for individuals
to carry out the attacks… We need
to act before we react,” Khiame
said.
The creation of the FBI-like Central Bureau of Judicial Investigation in March 2015, with the aim of
confronting terrorism, has led to
the break-up of 22 terror cells, according to Khiame.
Morocco has raised the level of
alert following Paris terrorist attacks as more security forces can
be seen patrolling neighbourhoods
in major cities.
Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly on
Maghreb issues.
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Hariri’s ghost comes back to haunt Assad
Michael Young

Beirut

T

his past year, the Special
Tribunal for Lebanon, established by the United
Nations to try those responsible for the assassination of former Lebanese prime
minister Rafik Hariri in 2005, has
gone in an interesting direction.
The outcome of the trial in The
Hague could have dramatic consequences for Syria’s regime, which
perhaps might explain the strange
deaths of several Syrian officials in
recent years.
The initial indictment, made
public in January 2011 by Canadian prosecutor Daniel Bellemare,
accused several Hezbollah members of involvement. While there
was considerable suspicion of the
party’s participation in Hariri’s killing, the indictment failed to offer a
motive for why its members might
have carried it out.
After Bellemare was replaced by
Norman Farrell in March 2012, the
new prosecutor was said to be particularly unhappy with the indictment. Bellemare’s indictment was
built around technical analysis of
mobile phones used by the group
that allegedly surveyed Hariri for
weeks before carrying out their
plan.

The Syrian
intelligence officer
responsible for
Beirut in 2005,
Jameh Jameh, was
killed by a sniper in
Deir ez-Zor.
The problem with Bellemare’s
indictment was not that it had necessarily targeted an innocent party.
The mobile phone data had initially
been the focal point of an investigation led by a Lebanese police officer, Wissam Eid. The fact that he
was assassinated in January 2008
suggested he was onto something.
In Beirut there was a strong feeling that Eid suspected Hezbollah’s
role and expected that the party

would try to eliminate him.
The real shortcoming of the Bellemare indictment is that it provided no context for Hariri’s assassination. His murder had been
eminently political in its purpose
and implications, a point recognised in several earlier reports by
UN commissions charged with
investigating the crime. Yet not a
word of this came through in Bellemare’s indictment.
Bellemare was partly to blame
but the real culprit was Serge Brammertz, the second commissioner of
the UN investigating team. Brammertz had taken over at a key moment in the investigation, in January 2006, when the foundations
had been laid by Detlev Mehlis, his
German predecessor.
It was up to Brammertz to build
on what Mehlis had discovered. To
the German, Syria was deeply involved in the assassination, quite
possibly because Hariri intended to
challenge its allies in parliamentary
elections scheduled for summer
2005. Expectations were that Hariri
would win, threatening Syria’s hold
on Lebanon as well as the military
autonomy enjoyed by Hezbollah.
One of the things Mehlis had left
to Brammertz was the arrest of
Syria’s former military intelligence
chief in Lebanon, Rustom Ghazaleh. Yet Brammertz not only did
not arrest Ghazaleh, he did not arrest anyone. In report after bland
report, he mentioned progress but
never indicated he had discovered
anything new.
In 2008, Brammertz left, having
achieved very little. His appointment as prosecutor of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia suggested to many
he had been promoted for having
avoided rocking the boat in Lebanon.
My own information confirmed
his inertia, as did the conclusions
of a Canadian documentary in 2010
that found that Brammertz had not
seriously pursued vital telecommunications analysis.
This partly affected Bellemare’s
indictment but the Canadian also
merits blame for presenting so
flawed an accusation. Farrell has
sought to use witness testimony
before the tribunal to uncover a

motive. What emerged was a view
among many of Hariri’s political allies on the stand that he had been
killed to prevent him from winning
a parliamentary majority.
On the basis of that testimony, a
logical next step in Farrell’s strategy was to bring in Syrian officials to
examine their side of the story, particularly Ghazaleh, who had played
so central a role in Syria’s running
of Lebanon. Syria has denied any
part in the Hariri assassination.

The Special Tribunal
for Lebanon,
established by the
United Nations to try
those responsible
for the assassination
of former Lebanese
prime minister Rafik
Hariri in 2005, has
gone in an
interesting
direction.
Yet in March there were reports
from Syria that Ghazaleh had been
seriously beaten by bodyguards of
another intelligence chief and was
in hospital. Shortly thereafter his
death was announced.
While Ghazaleh was said to have
paid for opposing Iranian influence
in Syria, it seemed more persuasive, if no less speculative, that his
death was linked to the Hariri tribunal. Had he been called to The
Hague as a witness, this would
have created a dilemma for the Assad regime.
Had it refused to let him go, the
Syrians would have looked guilty
of concealing their involvement.
Had it allowed him to go, Ghazaleh
could have been arrested and made
revelations about Syrian responsibility.
Nor is Ghazaleh the only individual with possible links to the
Hariri murder to die. The Syrian intelligence officer responsible
for Beirut in 2005, Jameh Jameh,
was killed by a sniper in Deir ezZor. Some have speculated that
Bashar Assad’s brother-in-law, Assef Shawkat, was killed in a 2012

A file picture shows Lebanese supporters of the Mostaqbal
Movement bloc lighting candles during a vigil as others hold
pictures of former Lebanese premier Rafiq Hariri and his son Saad
Hariri (C) in the southern Lebanese city of Sidon.
Damascus bombing because of his
knowledge of the Hariri plot, even
if there were surely other reasons.
It is impossible to verify whether
such allegations are true. However,
it would be a mistake to assume Assad is indifferent to the tribunal’s
outcome so steeped in blood is he
today. An indictment of senior regime figures would affect his fate
if he were obliged to leave Syria.

Hariri’s death, against the tens of
thousands of others for which Assad is responsible, could actually
land him in prison.
Michael Young is a
commentator and analyst based
in Beirut. He is the author of The
Ghosts of Martyrs’ Square: An
Eyewitness Account of Lebanon’s
Life Struggle.

US anti-Hezbollah rules draw concern from Lebanese banks
Abdel-Rahman Ayas

Beirut

N

ew US rules to penalise
financial
institutions
conducting transactions
with Hezbollah are worrying Lebanon’s banks
and the Iranian-backed Shia militant group.
Hezbollah is reportedly keen to
keep Lebanon’s banking sector going but does not want a new US
law to target possible sympathisers
while the banks — the most stable
sector in an unstable country — say
tensions about the matter would be
limited and contained.
The new rules direct US officials
to prescribe punishing regulations
against financial institutions that
conduct transactions with Hezbollah or otherwise launder funds for
the organisation. The law requires
the US administration to present to
Congress a series of reports highlighting the group’s alleged narcotics trafficking, transnational crime
and operations of international
groups linked to it, especially in
Latin America, sub-Saharan Africa
and Asia.
Hezbollah Secretary-General Hassan Nasrallah called on Lebanese
officials to “be men” and refuse to
comply with the US law, but still
claimed that Hezbollah “will not be
harmed at all” by the measure since
the party has “no money in Lebanese banks, does not transfer mon-

Banks Street in Beirut Central District.
ey in Lebanese banks and has no
trading companies or partnerships
in any Lebanese or non-Lebanese
companies”.
The Lebanese As-Safir newspaper, regarded as sympathetic to
Hezbollah, reported on December
23rd that banks had begun taking
measures against Hezbollah members, including parliamentarians.
A large bank, As-Safir said, tried
in November to close an account
through which a Hezbollah member
of parliament received his salary,
prompting the personal intervention of parliament Speaker Nabih
Berri and the issuing of a “serious
warning” to the bank. The case was
one of several “similar occurrenc-

es”, the paper added.
One way the party may have got
around the problem, to which it
may have to resort more extensively now, is by conducting financial
transactions in cash or means outside of the official banking system,
economic analysts say.
“There are no official banking accounts belonging to Hezbollah and
banks are free to say no to any suspicious client,” the owner of a large
bank said, speaking on the condition of anonymity.
“We, Lebanese bankers, are definitely worried about being sanctioned by the Americans but we do
not foresee a major crisis. A small
number of cases may arise and will

be dealt with,” he added, refusing to
comment on As-Safir’s report.
Lebanon’s Central Bank estimated total bank deposits at $151 billion
by the end of 2014, with a dollarisation ratio of 65.7%. Lending activity registered 7.6% growth during
2014, with total credit to the private
sector exceeding $52 billion in December 2014. The loan dollarisation
ratio continued a downward trend,
reaching 75.6% at the end of 2014,
its lowest recorded.
Marwan Iskandar, a Lebanese
economic analyst, said he does not
expect a clash between Lebanon’s
banks and Hezbollah. “Any bank
can say to any client, ‘We cannot
serve you,’” he said. “On the other
hand, if the client is close to Hezbollah, sensitivities may arise. However, I do not see the banks in any
danger.”
Iskandar said an international approach is needed to stop the United
States from “imposing its laws on
the world”. Clearances of international transactions in US dollars
must be overseen by US authorities,
he said, estimating that such dealings amount to 65% of the total.
Recalling US fines imposed on
Swiss banks in recent years for facilitating US tax evasion, he noted: “On
the other hand, no similar US actions
are seen against China, which holds
$1.4 trillion worth of US Treasuries.”
“The sanctions may have a significant impact on individuals and
institutions close to Hezbollah,” said
Kamel Wazni, a Lebanese economic
analyst. “On the other hand, I do not

expect the banks to risk losing current or new deposits by Lebanese
expatriates.” He estimates that Lebanese living abroad have $31 billion
deposited in Lebanese banks “and a
good chunk belongs to Shia expatriates”.

Lebanese bankers,
are definitely
worried about being
sanctioned by the
Americans but we do
not foresee a major
crisis.
“Hezbollah itself is interested in
keeping the Lebanese banking system stable and is not interested in
a banking crisis,” Wazni said. “The
group, however, does not want any
of people who are believed to sympathise with it to be ill-treated by a
bank or face any dangers regarding
their financial affairs.”
Clients rebuffed by a bank can resort to transactions in other internationally clearable currencies, such
as the euro or yen, another banking
source told The Arab Weekly, cautioning that international dealings
in substitutes to the dollar are not
always acceptable all over the world.
Wazni warned that clients deemed
close to Hezbollah might resort to
depositing money outside Lebanon
if irritated by Lebanese banks.
Abdel-Rahman Ayas is a
Beirut-based business writer
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New dimension to Turkish war with ISIS
Thomas Seibert

Istanbul

W

ith a suicide attack in the heart of
Istanbul,
Turkey
is facing a new dimension in the fight
against the Islamic State (ISIS), as
the jihadist group is lashing out at
Syria’s northern neighbour after
coming under increasing pressure
in its own strongholds.
“It is a war without borders,” respected columnist Murat Yetkin
wrote in the Radikal news portal
the day after the January 12th attack, which killed ten people, including at least eight German tourists, in Istanbul’s historic old city.
Ergun Babahan, a writer at
the Ozgur Dusunce newspaper,
warned the Istanbul attack was a
“clear sign that the Syrian war has
been brought to Turkish soil”.
The leadership in Ankara quickly
blamed ISIS for the attack. Turkish
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan
said a Syrian man set off an explosive device in the midst of a tourist
group. Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu, using an Arabic acronym
for the extremist group, said the
suicide attack had been committed
by a “foreign member of Daesh”.

Critics have long
accused the
government in
Ankara of employing
a softly-softly
approach towards
ISIS.
Davutoglu also promised Turkey
would find the people behind the
attack and continue its fight against
ISIS. News reports said Turkish security forces detained 59 suspected
ISIS supporters in raids in several
cities in the hours following the attack.
Critics inside and outside Turkey

have long accused the government
in Ankara of employing a softlysoftly approach towards ISIS. Western diplomats, such as Francis Ricciardone, a former US ambassador
to Ankara, have said that Turkey
supported radical groups in Syria
at the start of the war in 2011 in the
hope that they would be a boost for
Turkish plans to overthrow Syrian
President Bashar Assad.
The Istanbul attack near the
famous Blue Mosque, known
as Sultanahmet Mosque in Turkey, meant that this strategy had
failed, Babahan wrote. “Those who
dreamed of praying in Damascus
within six months when the Syrian
civil war started now are not even
able to pray in peace and safety in
Sultanahmet Mosque,” he wrote.
Turkey hesitated for months
before joining the US-led military
alliance against ISIS last summer,
when it opened its airbases for use
by US warplanes and drones for attacks on the group in Syria. Some
even say that Turkey was hoping
to use ISIS as a force to check the
increasing power of Syrian Kurds,
who are suspected by Ankara of
planning to carve out their own
state in northern Syria.
The Turkish government rejected the accusations and stressed
that its country is suffering from
ISIS more than others and that it regards the group as a national security threat. There have been signs
recently that Ankara was shifting
to a more determined position
against ISIS, after the group staged
several attacks on Turkish soil, killing more than 130 people in 2015.
Just one day before the Istanbul
attack, the pro-government Yeni
Safak newspaper reported that
Turkish artillery and tanks, firing
from the Turkish side of the border, had supported the advance of
a rebel alliance against ISIS near
Jarabulus in northern Syria. Davutoglu and Erdogan have repeatedly
called for the creation of an ISISfree buffer zone in Syria to enable
refugees to return.
At the same time, Turkey has

A man sits, on January 13th, at the site of the previous day’s suicide bombing in the historic
Sultanahmet district in Istanbul.
been working with the United
States to make it more difficult for
ISIS to move goods and fighters
over the 900km Turkish border
into Syria. US Secretary of State
John Kerry said in November that
75% of the border had been sealed
and that Washington and Ankara
were cooperating to close remaining loopholes.
Turkish police have rounded up
dozens of suspected ISIS supporters in an effort to destroy a network
of support for the jihadist group. In
late December, police arrested two
Turkish citizens suspected of planning suicide attacks in Ankara in
the name of ISIS on New Year’s Eve.
ISIS challenged Ankara’s authority
over its own territory by killing anti-ISIS Syrian journalists in Turkey.
These developments come as

ISIS is under constant attack by alliance aircraft. Russian warplanes
have attacked ISIS positions, although Turkey and others say the
brunt of the Russian war effort in
Syria is directed against non-radical foes of Assad, a close Russian
ally.
With ISIS under attack from several fronts, the jihadist group was
trying to hit its enemies abroad,
Soner Cagaptay, director of the
Washington Institute’s Turkish
Research Programme, was quoted
as saying by Time magazine. Killing Germans in Istanbul could increase the pressure on Chancellor
Angela Merkel, under fire at home
for her open-door policy towards
hundreds of thousands of Syrian
refugees who entered Germany in
2015. “By bringing the war to Istan-

bul, ISIS also aims to preemptively
undercut Turkish-US cooperation
against that group,” Cagaptay said.
More ISIS attacks in Turkey are
to be expected. News reports in
December, quoting intelligence
sources, said the jihadist group had
sent six potential suicide bombers from Syria to Turkey. Speaking after the January 12th attack,
government spokesman Numan
Kurtulmus said Turkish authorities
had “thousands” of ISIS supporters under surveillance but that the
28-year-old Syrian who carried out
the suicide attack in Istanbul had
not been on that list because he
only recently entered Turkey from
Syria.
Thomas Seibert is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Istanbul.

Turkey’s Kurdish conflict fanned by Syrian war
Thomas Seibert

Istanbul

A

new term, representing
hope for some and fears
for others, has entered
the dictionary of the
Kurdish conflict in Turkey: canton.
The word was initially used to describe autonomous zones in Kurdish areas of northern Syria that have
shaken off the rule of the Damascus
government in the increasing fragmentation of the war-torn country.
Governed by the Democratic
Union Party (PYD), a Syrian affiliate of the Turkish-Kurdish rebel
Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK),
the strip of land along the Turkish
border from Iraq in the east to the
Euphrates in the west has become
a Kurdish region divided into three
cantons. With another Kurdish canton further west, they make up the
autonomous region of Rojava.
In Turkey, however, “canton” has
become a watchword in the rekindled struggle between PKK rebels
and the Turkish state, which has
killed hundreds of people since new
clashes started last summer. The
PKK, determined to build on the
gains made by the PYD in Syria, has
declared cantons in several cities of
Turkey’s south-east, triggering an
iron-fist reply by the Turkish state
that regards the concept of cantons
as a threat to national unity.
Turkish security forces have been
using curfews to seal off several
cities and neighbourhoods in the
south-east and to squeeze out PKK
fighters in an effort to end the rebels’ push for Kurdish autonomy.

Kurdish fighters have dug trenches
and erected barricades to keep the
Turkish Army and police out.
With bloody clashes erupting
in densely populated neighbourhoods, both sides are accused of
crimes. After the death of 12 Kurdish fighters in the city of Van on
January 10th, the local bar association said many of the victims had
been shot in the heads, giving rise
to speculation that they might have
been executed.
Turkey’s Human Rights Foundation (TIHV) said in a report at
least 162 civilians, among them 29
women and 32 children, had been
killed in fighting in cities and areas
under curfew from December 11th
through January 9th.
The Turkish state has sent crack
troops and tanks to the region to
flush out the PKK. Media close to

the government are accusing the
PKK of committing atrocities in
areas under rebel control. Turkish
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan
has vowed to fight the Kurdish rebels “until the very end”.
Observers, such as respected columnist Murat Yetkin, say the fighting is as bad as it was during the
darkest days of the Kurdish conflict
in the 1990s. “It is neither sustainable nor will [it] produce any positive result for the well-being of the
people in Turkey,” Yetkin wrote in
the Hurriyet Daily News.
In another chilling reminder of
the 1990s, which saw the displacement of millions of Kurds, almost
100,000 civilians have fled embattled cities since the start of the
fresh fighting, according to a report
by Al Jazeera quoting the Interior
Ministry in Ankara.

Turkish police stand guard in Sur district, which is partially
under curfew, in the Kurdish-dominated south-eastern city of
Diyarbakir, Turkey, on January 12th.

The fighting has destroyed or
damaged residential neighbourhoods and historic buildings. Behlul Ozkan, a political scientist
at Istanbul’s Marmara University,
said, “Some cities and neighbourhoods in south-eastern Turkey look
like Syria.”
As the military confrontation in
Kurdish cities escalates, the political divide is growing as well.
Erdogan, who as prime minister in
2005 became the first Turkish head
of government to publicly proclaim
that the country had a “Kurdish
problem”, now says there was no
Kurdish problem, but a “terror
problem”.
Leading politicians of the Peoples’ Democratic Party (HDP), Turkey’s main pro-Kurdish party, have
pledged support for Kurdish autonomy, enraging Ankara further.
HDP leader Selahattin Demirtas
in December spoke in favour of a
statement by the Kurdish umbrella
group Democratic Society Party
(DTP) that called for autonomous
regions and self-government. Erdogan accused Demirtas of treason
and called for the lifting of his parliamentary immunity so he could
be prosecuted.
These tensions show how far
Turkey has moved away from a
peace process that was supposed
to offer a political solution to the
Kurdish conflict. Three years ago,
Erdogan’s government started talks
with jailed PKK leader Abdullah Ocalan about ways to end the fighting
that began in 1984 and has killed
more than 40,000 people. The talks
produced a ceasefire that held for
more than two years but hopes for
a lasting peace collapsed last summer when new fighting between

the PKK and the Turkish military
erupted.
Some critics accuse Erdogan of
having fanned the flames of the
conflict in order to strengthen support for his ruling Justice and Development Party (AKP) ahead of
elections last November. But the
situation in Syria, with the PYD’s
growing strength in Rojava and efforts by the Kurdish faction to extend its sphere of influence further,
has also played a major role, observers say.

As the military
confrontation in
Kurdish cities
escalates, the
political divide is
growing as well.
Encouraged by the successful defence of the Syrian-Kurdish city of
Kobane against a siege by the Islamic State (ISIS) in January 2015, the
PKK felt emboldened, Yetkin wrote.
The PKK “thought the international
political balances were ripe for an
independent Kurdistan, or at least
autonomy, by copying the Kobane
‘canton’ experience to towns and
cities in Turkey”.
As fighting rages, Ankara has
warned the PYD not to cross from
the eastern side of the Euphrates
to the west to reach the city of Jarabulus, saying such a move could
trigger a military response. The
pro-government Yeni Safak newspaper reported on January 11th
that Turkish artillery and tanks had
supported a push by a non-Kurdish
rebel alliance in northern Syria to
take Jarabulus from ISIS before the
PYD could get there.
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Significance of
Iran rocket tests
in the Strait of
Hormuz
Sabahat Khan

Dubai

I

ran test-fired unguided rockets from small vessels less
than 1.5km from a US aircraft
carrier and destroyer, and a
French frigate passing through
the Strait of Hormuz on December
30th, a US military spokesman said.
Iran quickly dismissed US complaints of a rocket test, labelling
the reports a “psychological operation”, but a week later, the US Navy
released a video clearly showing
small vessels, purportedly Iranian,
launching unguided rockets within
close range of US Navy vessels.
Iranian forces regularly conduct
naval drills near the Strait of Hormuz to test and demonstrate their
asymmetric capabilities at sea and
highlight their potential to effectively block one of the most strategic waterways and maritime chokepoints in the world, through which
as much as 90% of globally bound
oil shipments pass on a daily basis.
Iranian military strategy attaches
great importance to being able to
execute access denial operations
in the strait of Hormuz as a way to
raise the international costs of any
conflict it could face with the United States and Tehran’s rivals in the
Arab Gulf.
Iranian forces also “harass” US
Navy vessels in the region, sometimes approaching them at high
speed, moving small, fast boats
close and dispatching remotely piloted vehicles to tail movements.
For years, Iran has conducted naval

drills that involve building replicas
of US military vessels and sinking
them. This is seen as a way to better
understand the design, construction and structure of such ships,
give Iranian forces more realistic
“target practice” and to support
strategic messaging objectives.
But what was unusual — though
not unprecedented — is the Iranian
denial of the US reports because
Tehran typically uses missile and
rocket tests and exercises to support its strategic messaging and
posturing whenever possible.
In October 2015, for example,
Iran tested its Emad medium-range
ballistic missile — drawing sharp
criticism from the United States
in particular. Reuters reported
that a UN sanctions monitor panel
concluded that the Emad ballistic
missile test was in violation of UN
Security Council Resolution 1929,
which prohibits Iran from conducting launches of ballistic missiles
capable of delivering nuclear weapons.

Iranian military
strategy attaches
great importance to
being able to
execute access
denial operations in
the strait of Hormuz.
The UN panel considers missiles
that can deliver a payload of 500 kg
at least 300km as being capable of
delivering nuclear warheads.
However, Iranian President Has-

File picture shows US aircraft carrier USS Harry S. Truman transiting the Strait of Hormuz.
san Rohani was full of praise for the
Emad ballistic missile launch and
declared the necessity for Iran to
“continue with greater speed and
seriousness the plan for production
of various missiles needed by the
armed forces within the approved
defence policies”.
With the nuclear deal between
Iran and world powers in place, Iran
is attaching an even higher premium to protecting and expanding its
missile programme — it worries the
agreement may be interpreted as
a sign of weakness and set a precedent for its missile programme to
be made the subject of an international effort next.
There have been growing calls
in the US Congress to impose a
new round of economic sanctions
against Iran for its missile programme. While the White House
has not ruled out taking measures
against Iran, President Barack
Obama’s administration is sensitive

about jeopardising the nuclear deal.
Iran has declared that sanctions related to its missile programme will
threaten the agreement.
In the current context, Iranian
forces firing unguided rockets in
the sort of scenario captured in reports and footage released by the
US Navy would have been designed
to achieve three objectives: First, to
harass US Navy vessels and dispel
perceptions of any détente at home
and abroad; second, as a demonstration to the United States and
international players of the antiaccess/area denial (A2AD) capabilities Iran possesses in the strait; and
third, as a reminder that Tehran
attaches strategic rather than “seasonal” importance to its missile
programme — and that the nuclear
deal reached with the P5+1 does not
affect or relate to that missile programme.
The reported incident was not
the most threatening manoeuvre

Iranian forces have engaged in
at sea with the United States and
Iran may have believed it was unlikely to receive the publicity it did,
which is damaging at a time when
Iranian diplomacy has brought success with the nuclear deal and lifting of international sanctions.
For now, the rocket test incident
is likely to pass without significant
ramifications but Iran has faced a
higher political cost than it may
have anticipated and it will need
to be more mindful of how it confronts increasing attention on the
horizon to its growing missile capabilities in the United States and
elsewhere.

two decades, the mosque remained
without finishing because the former president feared Iranian ambitions to take control of it,” said Firas
el-Ali, a Raqqa resident who now
lives in Urfa.
Two years after Assad died and his
son Bashar took over in 2000, the
mosque was finished and equipped
under a contract granted to Tehran
by Damascus, Ali said. “It was a
major project conducted by Iranian
experts, and it provided many Syrians with temporary jobs until the
mosque was ready.”
The experts worked on propagating Shiism in Raqqa but only a
relatively small number of families
converted, Ali said. “Most of those
who converted did so in return for
aid the Iranians provided.” When
the mosque was inaugurated, former Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini was given a
prominent place inside and an Iranian administered the mosque.
When Raqqa fell into rebel hands,
many converts to Shiism were arrested and key figure among them,
Hassan el-Saleh, was executed.
Many others fled to governmentcontrolled areas. When ISIS took
over the city, it destroyed the
mosque.
Shiism was present in southern
Syria for hundreds of years. Shias
were living generally in harmony

with their neighbours of the Sunnite
majority. “Shias have been living
in Daraa since the beginning of the
20th century after many Lebanese
Shias moved there for work,” said
Mohammad el-Hariri, a native of
Daraa.
There were no sectarian tensions
in the province. In the late 1980s, ElMortada Association, named after a
title attributed to Ali ibn Abi Taleb,
was formed to encourage conversion to Shiism. Run by Jamil Assad, a
brother of the late Syrian president,
the group did not achieve much success except in Qorfa, the hometown
of the late Rustum Ghazali, who
was Syria’s strongman in Lebanon
from 2000-05, Hariri said from Urfa
where he now lives.
“Since one of Ghazali’s relatives
played a key role in El-Mortada Association, Shias close to Ghazali
soon gained influence in Daraa.
They also received aid from Iran.
Many of them joined pro-government militias after the revolution
broke out. But soon most of the
south fell into rebel hands, and
Shias left to government-controlled
areas,” Hariri said.
Qorfa remains a government-controlled enclave in the region.
Mohammad Habash, a former
lawmaker who fled to Dubai, denied rumours that Syria’s grand
mufti, Sheikh Ahmad Badreddine
Hassoun, had secretly converted
to Shiism. Regarding Hassoun’s
statements, which seem pro-Shia,
Habash said the cleric “believes, as
we do, in Islamic unity, but he was
unable to tell (Shias) that their actions destabilise this unity.”

Sabahat Khan is based in Dubai
and maintains a cross-disciplinary
focus in international security,
defence policy and strategic
issues. He is an alumnus of Royal
Holloway, King’s College London
and Cranfield University.

Iran fails to spread Shiism in Syria
Ahmad Ramadan

Northern Syria

I

ran’s 15-year effort to spread
Shiism in Syria has garnered
limited results despite strong
financing and has been slowed
by the war that started in 2011.
In 2000, Iran started building
mosques and shrines dedicated
to sacred figures in Shia tradition.
Shias and Alawites were estimated
at 3% of the overall Syrian population of 23 million in 2011 and lived
mainly in Damascus and parts of
Idlib, Homs and Aleppo provinces.
Unofficial estimates put the number
of Shias at no more than 50,000.
Hundreds of million dollars were
spent to build mosques near Sayyidah Zaynab, a town south of Damascus believed to contain the grave
of Zaynab, the daughter of Imam
Ali ibn Abi Taleb, who is the most
sacred figure in Shia Islam. Other
mosques were built near Sayyidah
Ruqayya, a Damascus district
believed to contain the

grave of Ruqayya, granddaughter of
Ali.
Iranian plans to build mosques
near Ammar ibn Yasser, a district in
Raqqa believed to contain the grave
of a key aide to Imam Ali, were
foiled when Syrian President Bashar
Assad’s regime lost control of the
eastern city soon after the revolution started in March 2011. Many
Iranians and supporters of Iran were
expelled or killed during clashes in
Raqqa.
Towns near Deir ez-Zor, an eastern city, were home to widespread
conversion to Shiism before the
revolution. “Yassine El-Maayouf,
whose in-law was an army serviceman, played a key role in this,” said
Ahmad Mustafa, who hails from
a town near Deir ez-Zor and now
lives in Urfa on the Turkish
side of the Syrian border.
“El-Maayouf and his followers received financial and
moral support and he built a

The shrine of Ammar bin Yasser, which Iran built in the city of Raqqa.

hussainiya (Shia mosque) in Hatla,
a town near Deir ez-Zor that was
home to 30,000 people,” Mustafa
said. “However, only 800 people
converted to Shiism.”
In Mhaymida, a smaller and poorer nearby town, efforts to convince
people to convert to Shiism were
more successful. “The group built a
hussainiya there and exploited people’s poverty. They gave converts
money and food and helped them
find work,” Mustafa said, estimating converts to Shiism in Deir ez-Zor
province to have reached 15,000
people by the eve of the revolution.
In early 2013, Hatla was taken
over by opposition fighters, who arrested or killed many converts and
burned the hussainiya. Many other
converts fled to areas controlled
by the regime, said Mustafa, who
fled to Turkey when the Islamic
State (ISIS) took over most of
Deir ez-Zor province in mid2014. “El-Maayouf is believed
to live now between Damascus,
Tehran and Beirut.”
In Raqqa, Shia propaganda
faced hurdles. Ammar ibn Yasser
and two other aides of Ali ibn Abi
Taleb — Ubay ibn Abi Ka’ab
and Uwais al-Qarni — are
buried there. Under late
President Hafez Assad,
the government built a
large mosque encompassing the three graves. “For

Ahmad Ramadan, a pseudonym
used for safety reasons, is a reporter
in northern Syria who contributes
to The Arab Weekly.
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Obama says terrorism no existential threat to US
Mark Habeeb

Washington

U

S President Barack
Obama’s final State of
the Union address was
not the typical such address. The US Constitution requires the president to periodically inform Congress of the
“state of the union” and present
his proposed actions. In recent
decades, presidents have used
the address to lay out their policy
agenda and priorities.
Obama, however, turned his address into a philosophical reflection on the future and the challenges the United States will face.
His overall tone was optimistic:
Referring to challenges the country
has faced, he noted that “we overcame those fears” and emerged as
an even stronger nation.
While most of the January 12th
nationally televised speech was
devoted to domestic challenges
— issues such as economic inequality, education and “making
technology work for us” — a good
25% focused of the address on
America’s position in the world. It
was here Obama was the most optimistic.
The president said that accusations that the United States is getting weaker while its enemies are
strengthening is “a lot of hot air”.
He acknowledged that “this is a
dangerous time”, but said that, unlike the tense Cold War years, “we
are threatened less by evil empires
and more by failing states”.
Obama said his first priority in
foreign policy was “protecting the
American people and going after
terror networks”.

A good 25% of the
address focused on
America’s position
in the world. It was
here Obama was the
most optimistic.
Using another acronym for Islamic State (ISIS), he said that “alQaeda and ISIL pose a direct threat
to the American people”, and
vowed to “take them out”. Anyone who doubts his seriousness,
the president said, “should just ask
Osama bin Laden”, and he warned
terror groups, “When you come
after Americans, we come after

US President Barack Obama delivers the State of the Union address, on January 12th.
you… and our reach has no limits.”
Obama also said the battle
against terrorism is not “World
War III”, and that “over-the-top
claims” that it is “play into [the
terrorists’] hands”. He added that
while terrorism poses a threat to
American civilians, “it does not
threaten our national existence”.
He reiterated the need to follow a
“patient-and-disciplined” strategy
in fighting terrorism, a position he
has argued consistently, even after high-profile terrorist incidents
such as Paris and San Bernardino.
And he called on Congress to pass
legislation authorising military
force against ISIS, a move Congress
has been reluctant to do but would
greatly expand the president’s military options.
In an apparent reference to his
policy towards the Syrian civil war,
Obama said that one of the questions Americans must answer is,

“How do we keep America safe and
lead the world without becoming
its policeman?”
The United States “cannot take
over and rebuild every country
that falls into crisis”, Obama said,
a clear reference to the US experience in Iraq and Afghanistan in the
years prior to his election in 2008.
He said that avoiding “quagmires”
is imperative if the United States
wants to remain strong. “Spilling American blood and treasure”
would only make America weaker,
he said.
Obama made only passing reference to the historic deal he and
other nations negotiated with Iran:
“As we speak, Iran has rolled back
its nuclear programme, shipped
out its uranium stockpile and the
world has avoided another war.”
He made no reference to the ten
US sailors who were arrested by
Iran earlier in the day when their

boats accidentally entered Iranian
waters. The sailors were released
several hours after the president’s
speech.
Many passages in Obama’s
speech were clearly directed at the
heated rhetoric of some Republican presidential candidates. For
example, in reference to a remark
by US Senator Ted Cruz, R-Texas,
Obama said that “calls to carpet
bomb civilians… may work as a TV
sound bite but it doesn’t pass muster on the world stage”.
And in a passionate response to
anti-Muslim sentiment — best reflected in Republican candidate
Donald Trump’s proposal to ban
Muslims from entering the country
— Obama said, “When politicians
insult Muslims, when a mosque is
vandalised, or a kid bullied, that
doesn’t make us safer… It diminishes us in the eyes of the world.
It makes it harder to achieve our

goals. And it betrays who we are as
a country”.
Republican criticism of Obama’s
final State of the Union address began before the president had even
left the House chamber. He will be
accused of “leading from behind”,
failing to adequately respond to
threats and of being too timid in using America’s great military power.
Certainly some critics will note
that Obama’s refused to call ISIS
militants “Islamic terrorists” — he
referred to them as “killers and
fanatics” and pointedly said that
they do not represent Islam.
But Obama appeared content
with the message he had conveyed
and it is clear that he has no intention of revising his policies towards
Syria, Iran, ISIS or any of the other
Middle Eastern issues. It will be for
historians to determine whether
Obama’s vision of America and its
future is accurate.

Obama short-changed Arab allies in annual address

View poi nt

Martin Sieff

U

S President Barack
Obama was on top
rhetorical form
when he delivered
his last State of the
Union address but
when it came to the Middle East
he spoke with muted and
confused tongues.
There was nothing for Arabs
to celebrate in the speech and
much for them to be alarmed
about.
Obama, in his 58-minute
talk on January 12th, never
mentioned the IsraeliPalestinian conflict. He gave no
hint that he would try and revive
the moribund peace process in
his final year in office.
In this respect, even George W.
Bush looked better. His secretary
of state Condoleezza Rice at
least attempted a new peace
initiative in Bush’s last year

Obama never mentioned
the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict.

in office even though it never got
off the ground. Obama did not
even pretend to go through the
motions.
Obama pledged to continue
the war against the Islamic
State (ISIS), not just in Iraq and
Syria but wherever it sought to
gain footholds, even in Central
America.
At the same time, he flatly
ruled out sending US combat
troops back to the Middle East.
Obama repeatedly expressed
scepticism at the US practice for
nation-building in the region —
ironic comments indeed given
his energetic support for such
policies in Iraq, Afghanistan,
Libya and Syria.
One of Obama’s most radical
comments, well received by
Democrats in the audience,
was his far-reaching pledge
to eliminate government
subsidies for America’s domestic
oil industry as well as for its
embattled and shrinking coal
mines.
Behind his supposedly
uplifting rhetoric, Obama in
reality laid the groundwork for
miscalculations of war, not just
in the region but around the
world.

He called on the US Congress
to provide the formal authority
for the US armed forces to wage
full-scale war against ISIS.
And he also prepared the way
for possible wider exercises of US
military power when he claimed
that some countries in the
Middle East, Central America and
Asia could become safe havens
for terrorist groups because of
the instability in failed states.
“For even without ISIL,
instability will continue for
decades in many parts of the
world — in the Middle East, in
Afghanistan and Pakistan, in
parts of Central America, Africa
and Asia,” he said, using another
acronym for ISIS. “Some of these
places may become safe havens
for new terrorist networks;
others will fall victim to ethnic
conflict, or famine, feeding the
next wave of refugees.”
It was also striking that Obama
had warm words for Iran on the
same day Tehran humiliated him
by seizing ten US sailors from two
small patrol vessels in the Gulf.
Obama hinted at efforts to
improve US relations with Iran
in his championing of the P5+1
nuclear agreement with Tehran
but he made no reference to

There was
nothing for
Arabs to
celebrate in
the speech
and much
for them to
be alarmed
about.

Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Egypt,
Jordan or any other of America’s
historic allies in the region.
None of the commentators on
the major US television networks
seemed to note this glaring
omission.
Obama’s State of the Union
address, in other words, sounded
at first take like a heroic and
forceful statement of inspiring
values but the elevated rhetoric
papered over the same old tired,
confused and inept policies that
have spread so much misery and
suffering over so many countries
in the region over the past 13
years.
Obama did not start that mad
stampede of the Gadarene swine
among US policymakers but
things got far worse, rather than
better, on his watch.
There was no sign in his last
State of the Union speech that
Obama had learned any of his
much-needed lessons.
Martin Sieff is a senior fellow
of the American University
in Moscow and the author of
Gathering Storm: The Seventh
Era of American History and the
Coming Crisis that will Lead to It.
(Amazon-Kindle, 2015).
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Germany struggles to deal with fallout
of Cologne attacks
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

R

“

apefugees Not Welcome,” read a sign at
a far-right, anti-Islam
Pegida rally in Cologne about a week
after reports that women were attacked en masse in the western German city on New Year’s Eve by Arab
and North African immigrants.
Following allegations that hundreds of women were sexually assaulted and robbed in Cologne,
Hamburg and other German cities
by immigrants from the Middle
East, a resurgent Pegida took to the
streets in renewed protest against
German Chancellor Angela Merkel’s
open-door policy towards refugees.

More than 500
criminal complaints
have been filed
relating to incidents
on New Year’s Eve in
Cologne.
More than 2,000 Pegida supporters rallied outside the main train
station in Cologne — the site of the
New Year’s Eve attacks — on January 9th to protest immigration and
to call for Merkel to step down.
Demonstrators threw firecrackers
and bottles at police, who dispersed
the crowd with water cannons.
One day later, more than 200 Pegida supporters were arrested after a
rampage, which included attacking
an immigrant-owned restaurant, in
the eastern city of Leipzig,
Pegida — the Patriotic Europeans Against the Islamisation of the
West — had weekly demonstrations in German cities from October 2014 through February 2015
and the movement spread to other

European countries. Pegida, however, seemed to stall after images of
founder Lutz Bachmann posing as
Adolf Hitler appeared in early 2015.
Protests began again in October 2015 against the backdrop of
the European migrant crisis, with
analysts expecting the violence in
Cologne to further revitalise antiIslamic movements.
More than 500 criminal complaints have been filed relating
to incidents on New Year’s Eve in
Cologne, with claims the attacks
were “coordinated”. Women reported being physically and sexually assaulted, as well as having
their belongings stolen, by about
1,000 men of Middle Eastern appearance. It was not immediately
clear whether the suspects were
refugees, economic migrants or
second-generation immigrants.
German authorities have identified 19 suspects, including 14 men
from Morocco and Algeria, in connection with the Cologne attacks.
Ten of the suspects are asylum
seekers, nine of whom arrived in
Germany in the previous three
months, North Rhine-Westphalia
police said.
After the attacks, Cologne Police chief Wolfgang Albers said the
majority of men involved in the
attacks appeared to be from “the
Arab or North African region” and
were mostly between the ages of
18 and 35. Albers was later removed
from his post after it emerged that
Cologne police had failed to intervene to prevent the assaults and
he had also initially sought to play
down the level and nature of the attacks.
“This does not reflect on the
character of all refugees. It is the
bad behaviour of a few. It does
not reflect on us,” Syrian refugee
Mustafa told CNN Arabic following
the Cologne attacks.
There was a spike in anti-immigrant attacks after the New Year’s

Right-wing demonstrators hold anti-migrant signs as they march in Cologne, Germany, on January
9th.
Eve assaults, with reports that a
mob had been formed by local
gangs in Cologne to target foreigners. Six Pakistanis and a Syrian man
were injured in attacks on January
10th, amid fears of escalating violence in the city.
“We can’t imagine how this happened. But if we can’t live in Syria
and we can’t live here [in Germany],
then what is left for us? It would be
better to die,” Mustafa said.
Merkel won international plaudits for her response to the refugee crisis in 2015, including being
named Time magazine’s person of
the year. But under pressure from
a pessimistic general public and

her more conservative coalition
government partners, Merkel, even
before the Cologne attacks, indicated she was prepared to consider
a change in Germany’s open-door
refugee policy.
“The events of New Year’s Eve
have dramatically exposed the
challenge we’re facing, revealing a
new facet that we haven’t yet seen,”
Merkel said January 9th after a twoday meeting with leaders of her
Christian Democratic Union.
She announced proposals that
would facilitate the deportation
of asylum seekers who commit
crimes. “Everything must be done
to investigate and punish those

responsible as quickly and thoroughly as possible, without regard
to their origins and background,”
Merkel said.
Approximately 1.1 million asylum seekers arrived in Germany in
2015, with even more expected in
2016. German Development Minister Gerd Muller said that about 10%
of Syrian and Iraqi migrants had
reached Europe, warning that another 8 million-10 million refugees
were on their way. “The biggest
movements are ahead,” he told Bild
newspaper
Mahmud el-Shafey in an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.

Cologne conundrum confuses debate on refugees
View poi nt

Rashmee
Roshan Lall

T

he Cologne conundrum
is a bad start to the
year. Conundrum
because it is confusing
to see a fantastically
rule-bound country
such as Germany tie itself up in
knots about the alleged offences
committed by crowds of refugees
in Cologne, Hamburg, Stuttgart
and Bielefeld on New Year’s Eve.
It is puzzling that so well-ordered
a society — the police, media, even
the victims — should have kept
quiet for five days about the alleged
sexual harassment and robbing of
“hundreds” of women by groups of
men said to be of “Arab and North
African” ethnicity.
It seems especially odd that once
the word got out, German public
opinion became so inflamed and
fearful about refugees as a bloc.
The word that comes to mind
for everything described above is
convenience.
It is convenient to suggest there
was a well-meaning politically correct conspiracy of silence to protect
refugees. Now, it is convenient to
demonise them as a group. After
all, 1.1 million entered Germany in
2015 and more arrive daily. Ten-

The word that comes
to mind for everything
described above is
convenience.

sions have been building in the
months since Chancellor Angela
Merkel controversially declared an
open-door policy towards refugees.
Now, the right-wing Alternative for
Germany (AFD) party opportunistically says the Cologne incidents
were “the appalling consequences
of catastrophic asylum and migration policies”.
They weren’t really and it is not
desirable, even if it were possible,
to criminalise enough refugees
so that Arabs and North Africans
henceforth do not dare claim shelter in Europe.
Could there be a worse way to
pull back the welcome mat Germany generously put out for refugees?
Straight talking would be better
than this incoherent and illiberal
babble about the threats posed
to Teutonic women by marauding gangs of culturally backward
men. Is this the experience of
every Western city with substantial
numbers of Arab and North African
migrants?
So what really happened and
what is to be done?
The facts are hazy but it’s clear
that something unsavoury occurred
in some German cities and in the
Finnish capital, Helsinki, as the dying year breathed its last. Police say
that some refugees were involved.
A Cologne police report, obtained
by Der Spiegel, had an officer quoting one of the perpetrators claim:
“I’m a Syrian! You have to treat me
kindly! Mrs Merkel invited me.”
In Helsinki, police said that 15
Iraqi asylum seekers were taken
into custody amid allegations of
groping and harassing women near

the city’s central railway station.
Ilkka Koskimaki, Helsinki’s deputy
police chief, said three women had
filed complaints, alleging they had
been kissed and touched against
their will.
What does all of this add up to?
At worst, it represents criminal
behaviour by some young men,
who displayed utter disregard
for the laws of the land and the
sensibilities of women they did not
know.
At best, the New Year’s Eve shenanigans were youthful misbehaviour by people who were probably
drunk on the possibility of licence
and free love in the West. In both
instances, lawful punishment
should be a given, no matter the
origins and circumstances of the
perpetrators.

It is not
desirable,
even if
it were
possible, to
criminalise
enough
refugees so
that Arabs
and North
Africans
henceforth
do not dare
claim shelter
in Europe.

Opponents of anti-immigration right-wing
movement PEGIDA protest in Cologne,
Germany, on January 9th.

It is entirely legitimate, too, for
Germany to mull over, as Merkel
has indicated, a change in its laws
so it can expel any refugee convicted of a crime. Under the terms
of its Migration Act, Australia for
instance, can deport a non-citizen
— refugee or not — if that person
is convicted of an offence and
sentenced to imprisonment of one
year or more. That Merkel wants to
introduce expulsion for non-citizens who receive even a suspended
sentence indicates the firestorm
she is fighting to contain.
If anything can explain the German conundrum it is acute sensitivity to its Nazi past. This has led to
some of the strictest laws in the
West to protect minorities from
people inciting hatred. In September, worried by the increase in hate
speech against refugees, German
authorities contacted major social
media outlets to tamp down on
the problem. In December, they
reached a deal with Facebook,
Google and Twitter to get tougher
on offensive content.
However, hate speech against
a whole community is one
thing and silence in the aftermath of criminal behaviour
by a few people is another.
It can only feed fear of the
“other”, rather than bring
Germans closer to those
to whom they have given
refuge.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is an
itinerant commentator on world
affairs. Her blog can be found at
www.rashmee.com and she is on
Twitter: @rashmeerl.sa.
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Hollande’s plan to strip dual citizens of
nationality proves controversial
Rachid Tlemçani

Algiers

H

orrific terrorist acts,
like those of September
11th, 2001, have a way
of sweeping away painstaking political thinking
in favour of fear-driven measures.
French President François Hollande’s response to the November
13th Paris terror attacks, in which
130 people died, is no exception. On
the night of the attacks, Hollande
declared that France had sustained
an “act of war” by a “terrorist army”,
a notion unknown in international
law.
Three days later, he declared:
“France is at war.“ He called on
French lawmakers to modify the
constitution to grant the presidency
“new exceptional powers” for the
duration of this war. The new measures include emergency security
powers, such as house arrests and
the right to raid houses without judicial oversight.

There are estimated
to be about 3.3
million French
people with a second
nationality.
Hollande also seeks to install
video surveillance and to extend
the length of storage and use of telephone data of crime suspects. A USA
Patriotic Act à la française!
In addition, Hollande intends to
ask lawmakers to deprive dual citizens convicted of terrorist crimes of
their French passports. Until now,
loss of nationality has been reserved
for those who held dual citizenship
through naturalisation.
Under current law, only dual citizens who acquired French citizenship less than ten years before their
conviction of a crime can be stripped
of French nationality. The bill does
not apply to those who are born
French. The government is seeking
to extend this to stripping nationality from all dual national citizens

convicted of terrorism, including
those who were born French.
In the United States, a person can
have naturalisation revoked within
five years of his or her becoming a
citizen for being a member of the
communist party or a terrorist organisation. The measure does not
apply to US-born citizens.
The French proposal introduces
the idea of a different penalty for the
same act just because of the random
chance of their birth. France would
become the first democracy to enshrine in its constitution the principle of unequal treatment of dual
nationals.
Hollande’s project may be largely
symbolic. It conveys however a racial issue reminiscent of dark moments in France’s history. The Vichy
regime, which collaborated with
the Nazis in the 1940s, stripped
thousands of Jews and foreigners
of French citizenship during World
War II. This regime revoked the citizenship of about 15,000 naturalised
and 500 French-born people, including free French leader Charles
de Gaulle.
Since the 1789 French revolution,
the jus soli — the right of the soil —
has been a fundamental principle. It
awards to every person born in the
country the right to citizenship.
The Hollande proposal was an
idea first put forward by the farright, anti-immigrant National Front
(FN). Then, right-wing leader Nicolas Sarkozy raised the idea of removing the droit du sol from some violent criminals in 2011.
Both groups have made strong
calls for “the expulsion of illegals”
and “zero immigration”.
German Chancellor Angela Merkel
has welcomed about 1 million immigrants from the Middle East and
North Africa region. She was at ease
in defending her open-door refugee
policy after France joined the growing number of EU countries calling
for immigration restrictions. Merkel
insists that the refugee policy and
fighting terrorism are separate issues.
The positions of French conservative groups have been criticised by
the Socialist Party (PS). The PS took
into account the Paris attacks to

France’s President François Hollande (L) and Prime Minister Manuel Valls (R) lay a wreath of flowers
during a ceremony to honour the victims of the Paris attacks, on January 10th.
initiate the plan to launch an early
campaign for presidential election.
Hollande assumes that strong public opinion support for his proposal
would provide electoral added-value. The socialist Hollande won the
run-off race against Sarkozy in May
2012 essentially thanks to the votes
of dual nationals.
According to experts, Hollande’s
plan has little chance of deterring
jihadists and other terrorist groups,
who are often willing to give up
their lives, not just their passports.
The government plan has turned
into a harsh political dispute. Prominent Socialist Party figures, including former prime minister JeanMarc Ayrault and Paris Mayor Anne
Hidalgo, have publicly expressed
their disapproval. Critics say the
plan could erode democratic liberties and play into the hands of the

so-called Islamic State (ISIS) and
other extremist groups. About 50
human rights and anti-racist organisations, and unions are campaigning against the government plan.

Hollande’s project
conveys a racial
issue reminiscent of
dark moments in
France’s history.
Among them, the influential General Federation of Labour (CGT) and
the National Union of Journalists
have endorsed an appeal that says:
“We will not give up against the
constitutional project. We do not accept governance from fear, one that
offers no assurances but certainly allows to violate our most basic principles.”

Some human rights defenders
say the proposal implicitly targets
France’s Muslim community, the
largest in Western Europe — including many French-born with Moroccan, Tunisian or Algerian origins
who have dual citizenship. There
are estimated to be about 3.3 million
French people with a second nationality living in France. Muslims living
in France and elsewhere in the West
are overwhelmingly hostile to Islamic fundamentalism and ISIS.
Economist Thomas Piketty, author of the bestselling Capital in the
Twenty-First Century, argues “that
the government has now added
infamy to its economic incompetence”.
Rachid Tlemçani teaches
international and comparative
politics in Algiers.

French mosques open to non-Muslims on Charlie Hebdo anniversary
The Arab Weekly staff

Paris

H

People listen to the explanations of a Muslim guide as they visit
the Strasbourg Grand Mosque during open day weekend for
mosques in France, on January 9th.

undreds of mosques
across France opened
their doors to non-Muslims to help dispel rising
fears of Islam following
a number of Islamist terrorist attacks in the country.
The event, dubbed a Brotherly
Cup of Tea, was organised by the
country’s leading Muslim body, the
French Council of the Muslim Faith.
Mosques opened their doors to the
general public from January 7th to
9th to mark the anniversary of the
Charlie Hebdo attacks.
Non-Muslims were offered tea
and pastries, given guided tours of
mosques and participated in question-and-answer sessions with local
imams. “We want to demonstrate
that Islam is about the preaching of
tolerance, peace and brotherhood,”
Said Baoulahtit, chairman of the
Grand Mosque of Strasbourg, said.
French President François Hollande visited the main mosque in
Paris shortly after attending a lowkey event that marked the Charlie
Hebdo attack.
“The president had a short conversation and a moment of friendship and fraternity over a cup of
tea,” a French presidency official
said.
French Interior Minister Bernard
Cazeneuve also took part in the

event, calling for greater engagement from French Muslims. “Look
at the brotherhood on show this
afternoon at the open day of French
mosques,” he tweeted, alongside
a picture of him visiting a Parisian
mosque.
A majority of France’s more than
2,500 mosques participated in the
event. Anouar Kbibech, head of the
French Council of the Muslim Faith,
said the aim was to show the French
people the “true values” of Islam.

The event, dubbed a
Brotherly Cup of
Tea, was organised
by the country’s
leading Muslim
body, the French
Council of the
Muslim Faith.
“The objective is to create a space
where people can be together and
meet normal Muslim worshippers and all of our fellow citizens,”
Kbibech said.
“We want to use the anniversary
of the [Charlie Hebdo] attacks to
highlight the true values of Islam
and get away from the clichés about
links with violence and terrorism,”
he added, describing the event as a
“gesture of openness” from French
Muslims.
Kbibech said France should not
dwell on terrorist attacks but instead celebrate the scenes of unity

and solidarity that emerged after
such attacks. More than 1.5 million
people, including some 40 world
leaders, took to the streets of Paris
on January 11, 2015, in a show of
unity following the Charlie Hebdo
attack.
“Instead of dwelling on these
tragic acts, it seemed far more useful and important to celebrate ‘the
spirit of January 11th’,” Kbibech
said.
French mosque imams welcomed
the opportunity to engage their local communities and differentiate
themselves from the Islamist terrorists.
“Often Islam is badly perceived
but in fact Islam is peace. Islam is
love,” said Omar Shabani, chairman
of the Grand Mosque of Arras.
France, which has the largest
population of Muslims in Europe,
has been the site of a number of Islamist attacks, many of which were
claimed by the Islamic State (ISIS).
The offices of the satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo, reviled by some
for publishing caricatures of the
Prophet Mohammad, was attacked
on January 7, 2015, with 11 people
killed.
France declared a state of emergency following coordinated terrorist attacks on Paris on November 13th. A total of 130 people were
killed when seven terrorists, armed
with automatic rifles and suicide
vests, attacked a number of venues,
including cafes, bars and the Bataclan theatre.
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Saudi-Iranian
dispute has little
impact on oil prices
Walid Khadduri

Beirut

T

he rapid deterioration of
diplomatic and political
relations between Saudi
Arabia and Iran, two major Organisation of the
Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC) members, has had surprisingly little effect on oil prices as
markets seem more focused on surpluses.
The Saudi-Iranian conflict has
not caused a major shock to the oil
market, as can usually be expected
in such circumstances. The price of
Brent crude hovered around $30$35 per barrel in early January, continuing a long downward trend.

The Saudi-Iranian
conflict has not
caused a major
shock to the oil
market, as can
usually be expected
in such
circumstances.
Several exporting countries are offering steep discounts to the public
price formulas, selling at $20-$25,
a sign of the fierce competition to
hold to market share.
There are several reasons for the
market reaction, including that
there are no expectations that the
conflict will change the fundamental oil positions of the two major

producers.
Saudi Arabia has argued that it
will not unilaterally decrease production. It has continued producing more than 10 million barrels
per day (bpd) for nine consecutive
months, arguing that it will maintain its long-held policy of meeting
customers’ needs.
Riyadh also argues it is not ready
to reduce supplies, demanding
that both non-OPEC producers
and OPEC members reduce supplies since it does not make market
sense for Saudi Arabia to take such
steps while other producers raise
production levels. Riyadh is concerned about OPEC’s global market share, which has declined from
around two-thirds of world output
to around one-third.
Iran, having successfully negotiated a nuclear agreement with the
P5+1, is awaiting eagerly for the end
of economic sanctions against its oil
industry and its crude oil exports.
Iranian oil officials have declared
their intention to increase exports
once sanctions are lifted. It is estimated that Tehran will raise crude
oil exports by about 500,000 bpd.
Iran currently exports approximately 1.2 million bpd, compared
to the pre-sanctions average of 2.2
million-2.3 million bpd.
Tehran will encounter difficulties reaching its former export level
soon, considering the deterioration
of prices. Discounts below the public price formulas have to be offered
to recapture old markets. This can
be done by offering refinery clients
grace payment periods.
The two OPEC countries are ada-

An illuminated sign advertising petrol and diesel fuels at 99.7 pence per litre, stands outside an ASDA
supermarket in Bromborough, north-west England, on January 8th.
mant in their positions. The political conflict will not make it any easier for OPEC to reach a consensus.
Both Saudi Arabia and Iran have
supporters among the other OPEC
members, making an accord difficult to reach.
The most recent OPEC ministerial meeting in Vienna did not reach
public agreement, leaving its decision confidential. Whatever the private resolution in the meeting was,
it did not change the policies of
Saudi Arabia, Iran or their respective allies.
The differences do not only lie
within OPEC. Saudi Arabia wants
major non-OPEC producers to cooperate with OPEC efforts to stabilise oil markets. Riyadh wants
credible assurances that the major
non-OPEC producers — Russia and
the United States — will reduce

their production.
These assurances have not been
received.
The Saudi-Iranian political clash
does not make these oil issues any
easier to resolve.
What concerns the markets is the
high production and low rate of rising demand. The market is worried,
focusing more closely on the rising
global crude oil storage level, both
in tank farms onshore and in floating tankers offshore.
According to the International
Energy Agency (IEA), global oil
production increased during 2015,
despite the deterioration of prices.
Crude oil prices (including natural
gas liquids and biofuels) increased
from 93.6 million bpd in 2014 to
around 96.1 million bpd in 2015.
Global oil demand increased from
92.8 million bpd to 94.6 million

bpd, indicating a narrower increase
in demand than production.
The United States accounted for
much of the global growth in oil
production in recent years. US Energy Information Administration
(EIA) statistics show that 2015 US
oil production exceeded 2014’s total.
Total Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development
(OECD) oil stocks have increased
from 91 days forward cover in the
third quarter 2013 to 98 days in the
third quarter of 2015. Non-OECD
countries, taking advantage of the
oil prices, also increased oil stocks.
China, for example, accelerated deliveries to its Strategic Petroleum
Reserves since mid-2014.
Walid Khadduri is an Iraqi writer
on energy affairs based in Beirut.

Domestic, regional fallouts from falling oil revenues
Abdel-Rahman Ayas

Beirut

C

rude oil prices witnessed
a record decline in 2015,
forcing oil-rich Arab Gulf
states to anticipate budget
deficits for the first time
in years and consider economic reforms. Financial resources to sustain planned domestic spending
seem available for a few years but
aid promised to net oil importers
in the Middle East and North Africa
seems at risk.
In its regional economic outlook
for the Middle East, North Africa and
Central Asia, published in October,
the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) forecast that the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) will see gross
domestic product (GDP) growth
slow from 3.25% in 2015 to 2.75% in
2016.
With crude prices falling from
more than $115 a barrel in June
2014 to less than $40 in December
2015, “fiscal revenues by GCC states
slumped and their aid to recipient
Arab states is likely to be affected”,
Abdel-Latif al-Hamad, general manager of the Arab Fund for Economic
and Social Development, said in November.
GCC members’ average fiscal deficits were expected to reach 13% of
GDP in 2015, with the region’s largest economy, Saudi Arabia, facing a
deficit of 21.6% in 2015 and 19.4% in
2016, the IMF said. All regional oil
exporters, having lost $360 billion
over the past year in export revenues, will have to deal with a cumulative fiscal deficit of more than $1
trillion over the next five years.
Saudi Arabia said the 2015 budget
deficit amounted to $98 billion as
lower oil prices cut into the government’s main source of revenue,

Drivers wait in line to fill their vehicles at a petrol station in Bahrain, on January 11th, after the
government approved raising domestic gasoline price.
prompting the kingdom to scale
back spending for the coming year
and hike petrol prices.
So far, methods to finance the anticipated deficits are there, at least
for a few years, Amer Thiab al-Tamimi, a Kuwaiti economist, told The
Arab Weekly.

In October, the
United Arab
Emirates became the
first GCC member to
remove transport
fuel subsidies.
“There is talk about borrowing
from financial markets through
Treasury bills and banks in the region and elsewhere are ready to lend

to GCC states at low interest rates
thanks to the availability of money
in the banks,” he said.
While borrowing is not new to
GCC states, having borrowed in the
1980s when oil prices were low,
another option is to draw on huge
surpluses accumulated while crude
prices shot up in recent years. “However, streamlining spending and introducing reforms — actually, a new
economic philosophy — will be inevitable if crude prices remain this
low or slump further,” Tamimi said.
In December, Moody’s lowered its
price assumption in 2016 for Brent
crude oil, the international benchmark, to $43 from $53 per barrel, and
for West Texas Intermediate (WTI)
crude, the North American benchmark, to $40 from $48 per barrel.
Looking further ahead, the ratings

agency expected both Brent and
WTI prices to rise $5 per barrel in
2017 and 2018.
Those prices, compared to
Moody’s assumptions a month earlier, seem very different from current levels, however. In the middle
of December, WTI traded at $36.22
and Brent crude at $37.75. Oil prices have been battered by a glut in
global supply, mainly caused by record production by Organisation of
the Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC) members and demand failing to keep up.
In October, the United Arab Emirates became the first GCC member
to remove transport fuel subsidies.
Oman, like Saudi Arabia, in late December, raised petrol prices. Bahrain, which hiked food prices in December, Kuwait and Qatar said they

were considering similar moves.
“This is the best time to do it as
prices are already low, hence, people
will accept it without much complaint,” a GCC source told The Arab
Weekly. He would not comment on
whether a hike in retail costs due to
a rise in crude prices would upset
the population.
Two months later, GCC states
agreed on key issues regarding the
implementation of value-added tax
in the region but are still in talks
about finalising and unifying the
process. “Such a move would be a
major reform but, if coupled with
lower government spending, there
will be much slower growth,” Tamimi said.
“Here is where the change of
economic philosophy is needed. A
shift from rentier economies to true
free market economies should be
launched sooner than later.
Citizens need to pay for the services they get and the private sector
should be allowed to play the role of
growth’s key driver instead of government spending.”
Egypt, a key recipient of GCC
support, is resorting to borrowing
despite pledges by GCC states that
their support will not waver. “In the
worst-case scenario, there will be a
little less aid to Egypt but no aid or
much less aid is out of the question,”
the GCC source said. GCC aid to
other net oil importers in the region,
such as Lebanon and Jordan, “is not
that of a burden to donors to begin
with”, the source said.
Since 2013, Egypt received $20
billion in aid development projects
and central bank deposits from
Saudi Arabia, the UAE and Kuwait.
In December Saudi King Salman bin
Abdulaziz Al Saud ordered the kingdom to help meet Egypt’s petroleum
needs for the next five years and that
Saudi investments in this country be
more than $8 billion.
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Chinese imports prove costly to Egypt
Mohamed Zain

Al Khankah

T

he only sound heard outside the al-Naquib clothes
factory came from stray
dogs roaming the area
north of the Egyptian capital. Two of the factory’s three gates
were firmly closed and a bodyguard
had little to do other than remember the good old days when the area
was so busy he had little time to
rest.
Inside the factory, in Al-Khankah,
a city in Qalyubia province about 35
km north of Cairo, scores of sewing
machines sat unused.
This was a factory that used to
thunder with industry. From the
time it opened almost 13 years
ago, its sewing machines produced
thousands of brightly coloured
clothes that were very popular in
the local market.
The sewing machines remain but
almost two-thirds of the workers
are no longer present.
“There isn’t demand in the market any more for these machines to
run,” said Mohamed Ahmed, the
factory finance manager. “We also
have to continually slash our work
to be able to pay the few workers
who remain.”
Thousands of factories are closing in Egypt, not because of a lack
of market demand, raw materials
or trained workers. The closures
are because of the introduction of
cheap, low-quality imported goods,
mainly from countries such as China.
China is exporting huge amounts
of manufactured goods, including clothes, radios, mobile phones,
kitchen tools, computers and even
cars. The competition is wiping out
local industries, forcing the closure
of factories and causing hundreds
of thousands of workers to lose
their jobs.
The cheap Chinese imports are
giving poor Egyptians access to
products they could not previously
afford. The flood of imports makes
the wallets of local importers swell
but local manufacturers, who find
it impossible to compete, go bank-

An Egyptian worker sits on boxes of imported Chinese goods in Cairo, Egypt.
rupt. Economist Rashad Abdo said
he expects Chinese imports to wipe
out national industries in the near
future.
“Chinese goods can be found
wherever you go in our country,”
said Abdo, the head of local thinktank Egyptian Forum for Economic
Studies, “but this destroys the national economy.”

About 5,000 shoe
factories and
workshops have
closed because of
the presence of
cheap Chinese
shoes.

Egypt imported $1.9 billion worth
of Chinese goods in the first quarter of 2015, a 42% increase from the
same period of 2014, according to
Egypt’s Chamber of Commerce. In
2014, Egypt imported $8.5 billion of
China-produced goods, the chamber said, noting that, in 2013, Chinese goods brought in legally were
worth $6.6 billion.
Almost double or even triple that

amount of goods, economists say,
enters Egypt illegally, hampering
the national economy and devastating local industries.
About 5,000 shoe factories and
workshops have closed because
of the presence of cheap Chinese
shoes in the Egyptian market, according to Gamal al-Samaluti, the
head of the Leather Industries Section at the Industries Federation, a
guild of Egyptian manufacturers.
Egypt’s national tobacco maker,
Eastern Company, has incurred millions of dollars in losses because of
more than 122 cheap Chinese cigarette brands smuggled into Egypt
every year, according to Abdo’s forum.
More dangerous, the Chinese are
also invading Egypt’s small crafts
market, which employs millions of
Egyptians.
A friend called Abdo recently and
told him he could send a female
Chinese hairdresser who would
charge him 5 Egyptian pounds (63
US cents) to cut his hair at his home.
A local hairdresser would charge
him at least 20 pounds (around
$2.50) for the same service.

Egypt used to export raw materials and import manufactured
goods, but Egyptian raw materials,
including the country’s long-time
staple cotton, are losing market
share to cotton grown in India and
Pakistan.
In the al-Naquib factory, there are
no winners. The factory used to operate 24/7 providing garments for a
thriving market. Now, the factory is
in production eight hours a day and
sometimes shuts its doors because
owner Mohamed al-Naquib is unable to pay the wages.
“We are losing everything,”
Naquib said. “The situation in all
other factories is not better either.”
Downstairs, in the factory’s warehouse, rolls holding thousands of
metres of coloured fabrics lie unused on the floor.
The warehouse keeper looked in
pain at the cloth rolls and expressed
hope something could change the
realities.
“Something must be done,” Osama said. “There were better times.”
Mohamed Zain is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.

Riyadh considering Saudi Aramco IPO
The Arab Weekly staff

London

W

ith a gloomy economic outlook for
the
Gulf
region,
courtesy of falling oil
prices, Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) states are working on new initiatives to weather
the economic storm. The latest such
effort is the possible launch of an initial public offering (IPO) for stock in
Saudi Arabia’s Aramco, worth an estimated $2 trillion-$7 trillion, which
would make it the world’s most valuable company.
“This is something that is being
reviewed and we believe a decision will be made over the next few
months. Personally, I’m enthusiastic about this step,” Saudi Deputy
Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz told the Economist.

Saudi Aramco issued a statement
confirming it has been studying
various options, including a possible
IPO.
“This [IPO] proposal is consistent with the broad and progressive
direction pursued by the kingdom
for reforms, including privatisation
in various sectors of the Saudi economy and deregulation of markets,
which the company strongly supports,” it added.
The Aramco announcement came
on January 7th, the day Saudi Arabia’s stock exchange had its biggest
dip in three years and the other GCC
markets were all in the red, which
analysts attributed to weak oil prices, China’s economic woes and Saudi-Iranian tensions.
Abhishek Deshpande, an analyst at Natixis, said discussion of a
Saudi Aramco IPO showed the kingdom’s determination to address the
economic consequences of low oil
prices.
“It could be a very big step forward

Saudi Aramco oil facility in Dammam, 450km east of the Saudi
capital Riyadh.

and also means oil prices will stay
low for a while,” Deshpande said.
With the realisation that crude
oil prices, which reached an 11-year
low by January 8th, will not be recovering in the near future, GCC
countries look to ease the problem
by introducing economic reforms
and legitimate efforts at diversifying
their economies beyond the energy
sector.
At the end of 2015, Saudi Arabia cut government spending after
posting a record $98 billion budget
deficit for the year. Additionally, the
kingdom introduced a number of
measures, including an increase in
domestic petrol prices of more than
50%. Water, electricity, diesel and
kerosene prices also increased.
The austerity measures are expected to save the kingdom around
$7 billion annually according to Riyadh-based Jadwa Investment. The
firm said savings from the kingdom’s
hike on diesel are estimated at $2.75
billion and petrol levies are expected
to save an additional $2.5 billion.
A recent report by the McKinsey
Global Institute highlighted that
Saudi Arabia has the potential in
the next 15 years to double its gross
domestic product (GDP), increase
real household income about 60%
and create as many as 6 million jobs.
This would provide an additional
$800 billion — the equivalent of Turkey’s economy — to the kingdom’s
GDP. However, that expectation is
dependent on Saudi Arabia supercharging its non-oil sectors.
Leading the way in terms of economic reforms in the rest of the GCC

is the United Arab Emirates, which in
August 2015 became the first council
country to remove transport fuel
subsidies. By linking gasoline and
diesel prices to global oil markets,
government economists estimate
the move will save around $7 billion
annually.
The UAE is in a better position to
weather the oil glut than some of its
Gulf neighbours as its economy is
more diversified. According to the
International Monetary Fund the
UAE’s non-oil sectors contribute almost 69% of GDP.

The austerity
measures are
expected to save the
kingdom around $7
billion annually.
Oman, the region’s biggest oil producer that is not a member of the Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), announced
plans to cut government subsidies
by nearly two-thirds. The government estimates a deficit of 13% of
the country’s GDP for 2016. As a consequence, the country’s cabinet approved fuel subsidy reforms, spending cuts and raised taxes.
Kuwait and Bahrain have lifted
subsidies on diesel and kerosene and
Kuwait plans to soon end subsidies
on petrol.
GCC states have also edged closer
to introducing a value-added tax
(VAT), although that might take a
few years to implement, experts
said.

Briefs
UAE energy
minister expects
oil prices to
recover this year
United Arab Emirates Energy Minister Suhail al-Mazrouei said he expects a recovery in plummeting oil
prices before the end of 2016.
“The increase in demand, if you
look at 2015, was higher than we expected. We said 1.2 (million barrels
per day (bpd)) to 1.25 (million bpd),
and we ended up with 1.5 (million
bpd),” he said.
“That means when oil prices are
lower, demand will be higher. The
market will resolve it. I think that’s
the only fair assessment of the current situation,” he said at the Gulf
Intelligence UAE Energy Forum.
Mazrouei said the decision by
Gulf producers to maintain production levels was working to cull excess output.
(Agence France-Presse)

Saudi currency
said to be stable
Saudi Arabia says its currency is
stable despite volatility in the futures market as the kingdom takes
unprecedented measures to deal
with low oil prices.
The Saudi riyal will remain
pegged at 3.75 to 1 US dollar, said
Governor of the Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency Fahad bin Abdullah
al-Mubarak, according to the Saudi
Press Agency.
The currency is “backed by a full
range of monetary policy instruments, including foreign exchange
reserves”, he said.
“The agency noticed recent volatility in the futures market of the
Saudi riyal against the dollar as a
result of wrong perceptions of the
general economic situation in Saudi
Arabia by some of the market participants,” Mubarak added.
Saudi Arabia, the world’s biggest
oil exporter, reported a record budget deficit of $98 billion for 2015 after
a drastic fall in global crude prices.
(Agence France-Presse)

Egyptian central
bank outlines plan
to help small firms
Egypt’s central bank issued guidelines on how it will incentivise
banks to participate in a “comprehensive programme” to help finance
small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) in the latest move to create
jobs and support its battered economy.
President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi announced the SME initiative saying
that Egypt’s banks would inject $25
billion into supporting businesses
over the next four years.
Egypt’s economy has been struggling since the popular uprising in
2011 drove foreign investors and
tourists away. The uprising was
fuelled by anger over the lack of job
prospects for young Egyptians.
Sisi had pledged to reduce joblessness to 10% over the next five years.
The unemployment level was 12.8%
in December.
The central bank said that under
the new programme interest rates
on loans offered to SMEs would not
exceed 5%. In return for issuing the
loans, participating banks will be
permitted to reduce their level of
required reserves held at the central
bank by an amount equivalent to
what they lend.
The SME programme aims to finance 350,000 companies and create 4 million job opportunities over
four years, a central bank statement
said.
(Reuters)
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New courts in
Egypt to fight
violence against
women
Amr Emam

Cairo

T

he Egyptian Justice Ministry’s decision to set up
special courts to handle
cases of violence against
women should also empower them and bring perpetrators
to justice, rights activists say.
“Culprits used to act with impunity, knowing that they will not
be brought to court or even punished by the authorities,” Nehad
Abul Komsan, a women’s rights
advocate, said. “However, the new
courts will put an end to this impunity.”
Egypt does not have a law on
violence against women and cases
are usually heard under the country’s criminal code.
But Justice Minister Ahmed elZend said the new courts would
aim to bring quick and effective
justice to women victims of violence and hold the perpetrators to
account.
Egypt’s women and girls face
violence on a disturbing scale both
at home and in public, including
sexual mob attacks as well as torture in state custody, Amnesty International says.
The London-based rights group,
in a report released in January,

quotes survivors who describe
brutal physical and psychological
abuse, saying that their spouses
had beaten, whipped and burned
them and, in some cases, locked
them inside the house against
their will.
The women also spoke about
how the legal system had failed
them, Amnesty International said
in its report: Circles of Hell: Domestic, Public and State Violence
Against Women in Egypt, which
documents how, despite piecemeal reforms, shortfalls in Egyptian laws and entrenched impunity
foster a culture of routine sexual
and gender-based violence.
The report says many problems
stem from prejudiced attitudes
and are exacerbated by what it
describes as the “discriminatory”
Egyptian personal status law and
other provisions that put up insurmountable obstacles for women
to prove that their spouses have
harmed them.
Support for survivors of sexual
and gender-based violence barely
exists, Amnesty International says.
Women who report an attack
are confronted with several obstacles, including a lack of interest by
security forces or prosecutors, as
well as inadequate criminal laws,
with domestic violence and marital rape not explicitly criminalised,
the report adds, noting that this

Heavy load. Egypt’s High Court in Cairo.
leads many women to suffer in silence.
The organisation notes that what
it terms as a “deeply discriminatory” divorce system in Egypt often
leaves women trapped in abusive
relationships.
While men may unilaterally
divorce their wives without providing any justification, Amnesty
International says women must either forfeit their financial rights by
accepting a “no-fault” (“khol”) divorce or be prepared to fight a long
and costly court battle to prove
that their husbands “harmed”
them.
Abul Komsan says the new
courts will keep face many of these
problems but notes that courts
alone will not dramatically change
the conditions of women for the
better.
“I mean the presence of these
courts makes it necessary for some
new legislation to be introduced,”
Abul Komsan said. “Cases of vio-

lence against women should not
be solely left for the courts where
judges will rule according to their
personal whims, not the law.”
Abul Komsan has been working for the empowerment of the
nation’s women for decades. She
says she had seen women who —
although they are subjected to severe violence at the hands of their
husbands, fathers and sometimes
brothers — do not report their cases for fear that the relatives would
be put in jail.

Egypt’s women and
girls face violence
on a disturbing scale
both at home and in
public.
Several local organisations have
been trying to alter this trend by
teaching women their legal rights
and lobbying for legislative changes that can offer the necessary pro-

tection to victims.
During a recent seminar in Cairo,
the Egyptian Centre for Women’s
Rights called on parliament to introduce legislation on violence
against women, referring to a
surge in this violence, especially in
recent years.
Shahenda Meqled, a member
of the state-run National Human
Rights Council, links this surge in
violence against women to the political rise of the nation’s Islamists.
She says they had imposed a set
of Wahhabi ideas, especially when
it comes to the role of women and
the way they should be treated, on
society.
“Marginalising women, putting
them in scorn and making them
disappear from public life was
the end goal of everything done
by these Islamists in the past four
years,” Meqled said. “This was
why women bore the brunt of all
the violence that happened in our
society during those years.”

Overcoming the stigma

Gay Lebanon leads in the region for tackling the HIV virus
Martin Jay

Beirut

T

he subject of AIDS in
Lebanon is no longer a
gloomy one. A recent
study by the World Health
Organisation (WHO) indicated the number of reported cases
is receding. According to statistics
published in early December, the
number of cases of infected patients
this year was 113.
The study also showed a continued downturn in the number of
Lebanese women infected by their
husbands working in West Africa.
Currently only 7% infected in 2015
have a “travel history”.
Yet while health workers and
WHO officials are upbeat about
the figures, many take a despondent view of one statistic that gives
a dimension to the high number of
males infected with HIV in Lebanon, a country synonymous
with liberal, if not hedonistic
Western values atypical of the
Arab world.
More than one-third — 35%
— of those infected with HIV/
AIDS contracted it through homosexual intercourse, a subject taboo in Lebanon although
strangely more taboo with health
workers and non-governmental
organisations (NGOs) than society
itself.
Lebanon has a visible gay scene
that defies regular crackdowns
from the state, which attempts a token disdain for gay clubs and bars.
And yet the gay scene survives.
But try using the word “gay” with
WHO officials and NGO chiefs and
the reporter faces a baptism of denial. The word “gay” has been airbrushed out of the subject due to

the collective thoughts by all the
partners active in the area as many
health care professionals say stigmatisation against homosexual
men will drive them underground.
Yet there’s much evidence to support that and measures by the government to introduce anonymous
AIDS testing across 110 health centres in Lebanon is proving a success.
But it’s more than just getting gay
men in for testing. It’s also about
how they are treated once inside
and diagnosed.
“Now, in Lebanon, we start treatment on HIV sufferers irrespective
of their CD4 count,” Dr Mustapha
Nakib of the WHO told The Arab
Weekly in a telephone interview. “So everyone who is HIV
positive diagnosed, we counsel
him, and if he accepts, we

how HIV has affected the immune
system, showing the progression
of the virus. Care for people infected with HIV starts when a CD4
count exceeds a given threshold. In
the United Kingdom, for, example,
most people start treatment when
their CD4 count is at 350.
Condoms are the real problem,

though, in Lebanon, both from a
cultural perspective and an economic one as it’s often overlooked
that in poor countries few want to
pay out for the protection. Yet, according to Nakib, who is the director of the HIV programme at the
WHO in Beirut, many simply don’t
know that with a little effort, condoms can be obtained at no cost.
“For those in a vulnerable situation, they might go to NGOs and
find counselling and then be given
free condoms… but so many others don’t go there so they need to
buy them from pharmacies,” he
added.
Ironically, despite Lebanon
being modern and more tolerant of a gay scene, there are
health care workers who
fear stigmatisation of gay
men affects the number
who come forward. Indeed, WHO statistics are
cause for great dispute
in Lebanon’s NGO community.
Nonetheless,
the
WHO takes the more
pragmatic view that
men who have sex
with each other
can be assumed to
be gay. And so the
WHO concludes
that gay sex is the
chief reason for
the lion’s share of
AIDS/HIV cases in
Lebanon.
Earlier in the year,
an AIDS/HIV doctor
start treatment
practicing in Lebanon
immediately
which
condemned the study
might make, in time, the vifor being gender specific
rus undetectable in the blood.”
— with a shocking lack of
The CD4 count is a measure Students take part in World AIDS Day at
testing for women — and a
of immune function. By measur- the campus of the American University of
health clinic also stated the
ing CD4 levels doctors can see Beirut.
studies were inaccurate sim-

ply due to their limited scope in who
it contacts as part of the survey.
A reputable Lebanese health centre that specialises in sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) called Marsa
agreed that gay sex (or “MSM sex”
as they prefer to call it) is responsible for the increase in reported
cases and claims that the price of
condoms is a chief reason why AIDS
continues to chalk up well more
than 100 new cases each year in
Lebanon.

More than one-third
— 35% — of those
infected with HIV/
AIDS contracted it
through homosexual
intercourse.
Yet it also says that the figures are
not accurate as a large part of sexual
practices are not documented so the
assertion of the high rate of gay sex
cannot be substantiated, according
to Marsa Manager Diana Abou Abbas.
More recently, her argument was
supported by a Lebanese organisation called SIDC, which is part of the
Lebanese AIDS National Association.
A spokeswoman questioned the
number of cases in Lebanon, which
she estimated at being “well over
3,000″. She pointed to the 50% of
those in the WHO study who do not
state where or how they caught the
virus.
“The numbers, which show that
over 80% are transmitted through
unprotected sex each year and half
of these numbers are homosexual
and bisexual. This is the new trend”
she said in a telephone interview.
“Every year we are witnessing more
cases in the gay community.”
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Drugs in MENA
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Illicit drugs add to the
Middle East’s challenges
Philip Robins

Oxford, England

T

hough numbers are notoriously tricky to estimate,
it is probable that 3-5% of
the adult male population
of the Middle East is permanently dependent on illicit drugs
or drugs obtained through extralegal methods, defined as regular
users at least twice a fortnight.
That would put total drug dependency in the region at 12 million-20 million people with attendant consequences for levels of
domestic criminality, the provision
of health and youth services and,
more widely, cross-border trafficking.
A generation ago, drugs were
part of the Middle East producer
economy but overwhelmingly in
servicing a foreign market rather
than a domestic one. For instance,
Moroccan cannabis largely met the
demand from continental Europe;
the Gulf market was largely seen as
exclusive to Asian expatriates.

Captagon has been
associated with the
civil conflict in Syria
and guerrilla
operations in
Lebanon.
Drugs, even hard drugs such as
heroin, traversed the region from
the main opiate cultivator, Afghanistan, through Iran and Turkey, on
their way to the lucrative markets
of Europe. For regional producers,
levels of value-added were modest compared to those achieved by
Afghan war lords and Balkans distributors.
This situation began to change in
the 1970s and 1980s. The expansion
of a more laissez-faire approach to
the hashish market in Egypt, the
quick development of an indigenous drugs market for heroin and
pills among the people of the Arab
Gulf, the effect of the Lebanese civil
war on prices and availability and a

take-off in local drug consumption
in Iran all in their different ways
overwhelmed the respective authorities at that time.
As the Middle East became more
lucrative as far as cross-border
drugs criminality was concerned,
so the smuggling of complementary “commodities”, such as women
and children destined for the sex
industry, also raced ahead to the
detriment of rival goods, such as
gold. Big logistics projects, including the deep-water port of Jabal Ali
in Dubai, became associated with
announcements of illicit smuggling
intercepts, including drugs, notably
cocaine.
The onset of the “Arab spring”
gave a further regional boost to
the collapse of any meaningful
international borders, notably between Libya and its neighbours.
The collapse of the Qaddafi regime
brought an end to cross-state cooperation in the field of criminality. In
Egypt, the opening of prisons and
the evaporation of the police from
public view encouraged domestic
criminality.
But hashish, together with cocaine and heroin, soon proved not
to be the greatest threat as far as
Egypt was concerned. That dubious reputation quickly became associated with the synthetic opiate,
Tramadol, the circulation of which
attained epidemic proportions.
There were perhaps three areas
in which Tramadol was most of
a threat. First, its low price compared with illegal hard drugs made
it accessible to a range of new markets, notably slum-dwelling, male
adolescents. Second, the uncertain
provenance of the drug, which was
being widely sold in Egypt under
the commercial name of Tramadol: the manufacture of the drug
variously in China, India and Syria
in contrast to its safer, original production in Germany. Third, though
much cheaper than its rivals, Tramadol acquired a reputation for generating harmful side-effects, with
epilepsy a particular danger.
Meanwhile in the Gulf, Saudi
citizens faced their own threat in
the form of the amphetamine Cap-

tagon. In 2013, Saudi authorities
seized some 55 million individual
tablets, though that figure was reported as 10% of the total entering
the country, a standard ratio for calculating interdiction levels. Captagon trafficking is most closely associated with production in Lebanon,
Turkey and parts of Europe.

The onset of the
“Arab spring” gave a
further regional
boost to the collapse
of any meaningful
international
borders.
Most recently, Captagon has been
associated with the civil conflict
in Syria and guerrilla operations
in Lebanon, with combatants on
both sides using drugs to generate
a sense of fearlessness, while being
able to maintain their concentration over prolonged periods of time.
Captagon was previously manufactured in the Bekaa valley, though
such production has fallen off since
2011.
The abuse of “prescription drugs”
has been closely associated with
other conflicts in the past, notably
the Lebanese civil war and the US
invasion of Iraq in 2003, when Iraqi
civilians turned to pills for even a
temporary respite from shock and
awe.
Nowhere is the region untouched
by the presence of illicit drugs.
Some regimes fear that such substances are being misused by their
enemies for strategic reasons to
erode society, especially the youth.
Whether Israel at the hands of Hezbollah; the massive explosion in
Saudi drugs consumption of late; or
Afghanistan and the increased production of heroin across the region,
the challenges are often viewed as
equally perilous.
Philip Robins is a reader in
Middle East Politics at St Antony’s
College, University of Oxford and
author of The Middle East Drugs
Bazaar: Production, Prevention &
Consumption (Hurst & Co, London).

A man works inside a factory that processes Hashish in the Bekaa
valley, Lebanon.

New law to reduce prison terms for drug offenders in Tunisia
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

T

unisia is considering revamping its draconian
anti-drug law in response
to criticism by influential
liberal groups.
Current legislation has been
blamed for overcrowding of Tunisian prisons with young people
sentenced to jail terms for the use
of soft drugs, especially a cannabis
derivative known as zatla.
The law provdies for imprisonment of up to five years for possession or consumption of illicit drugs.
Testing for illegal or banned drugs
is mandatory upon arrest. The law
leaves almost no leeway for judges;
evidence of consumption means
a minimum penalty of one year in
jail.
Many politicians pledged, prior
to the 2014 elections, to change the
country’s laws to limit prison sentences for soft-drug convictions.
Rappers, other artists and prominent bloggers have been jailed under the so-called “52 Law” since
2011. Liberal activists — some of
them who claim consumption of
soft drugs is a statement of freedom — have described the law as a
repressive legacy of the rule of Zine
el-Abidine Ben Ali, who led Tunisia
from 1987-2011.
About 25,000 people — 229 inmates per 100,000 Tunisians — are
imprisoned in Tunisia. The highest

proportion among them were convicted of drug offences, according
to the Tunisian Justice Ministry and
UN figures.
“The 52 Law is based on the notion that harsh penalties deter people from using drugs but it is only
destroying lives instead of dealing
with the deep roots of the problem,” said the activist group al-Sajin
52 (Prison Inmate 52).
A proposed law would allow a
first-time drug offender to avoid
prosecution if the accused seeks
treatment at a rehab facility. Otherwise the person would be fined
2,000 dinars ($1,000). A repeat drug
offender would be fined up to 5,000
dinars while a third-time offender
would face a jail term of up to one
year and a fine of 2,000 dinars.

The Justice Ministry said the
draft law adopts a gradual approach
and the principle of prevention before punishment to deal with drug
addiction.
The new legislation remains
tough for drugs dealers and smugglers as well as drug plant growers,
who could be sentenced to prison
terms of 20 years to life on top of
hefty fines.
Current legislation does not distinguish between soft and hard
drug use. It punishes with up to one
year in jail any suspected offender
who refuses a police order for medical testing.
Advocates of a more lenient punishment for drug offences argue
that revamping the law could reduce overcrowding of prisons by

A Tunisian man prepares a cannabis cigarette in Tunis.

50%. The new law would apply to
charges pending against an estimated 2,000 people awaiting trial.
Others raise questions about the
impact the revision of the law could
have on consumption of drugs in
the country.
Tunisia’s population has grown
during the past ten years at a rate
of 1%. People aged between 10 and
24 years old represent 30% of its
population of 11 million, according
to government data.
Two-thirds of the population live
on the coast, accounting for the
bulk of the country’s urbanisation
where most districts lack functioning sport and culture facilities for
young people.
Young Tunisians bear the brunt of
the country’s social and economic
crisis.
The national labour force increases by 88,000 people a year, swelling
the lines of the estimated 500,000
people already unemployed. Joblessness overall was reported at
more than 15% nationwide in 2015;
for people aged 15 to 24, the figure
is 30.7%.
“Drug addiction is a result of marginalisation problems,” said Wala
Kasmi from the Youth Decides nongovernmental organisation.
Tunisia is sandwiched between
Algeria and Libya where smugglers
move cannabis resin from druggrowing areas of Morocco as well
as pills from sub-Saharan Sahel areas where drug barons from South
American countries operate clandestine laboratories to move their

products nearer to rich markets in
Europe.
Drug use is rising sharply in Tunisia, particularly among young
people, with zatla being the drug of
popular choice. Research by the Tunisian Association for the Prevention of Drug Addiction (ATUPRET)
shows that nearly half of school
students between 15 and 17 years
old have tried drugs.
According to ATUPRET, the increase in the easy availability of
drugs is caused by a rise in smuggling across porous desert borders.
Jihadists are suspected of being in
collusion with drug smugglers to
finance terrorist activities.

Current legislation
has been blamed for
overcrowding of
Tunisian prisons.
Civic associations put the number of people addicted to drugs at
around 140,000, including some
using cocaine or amphetamines.
They argue the prevalence of cannabis abuse is due to prices as most
addicted are from poor or lowermiddle-class families. No official
figures were available on the breakdown of drugs users according to
the types of narcotics.
The Justice Ministry did not say
when the draft law would be debated by parliament where a majority
of lawmakers are expected to back
the proposal, parliament sources
said.
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Muscat Royal Opera
House dazzles
Khaled Abdel Malek

Muscat

S

et in beautifully manicured
gardens in the Omani capital’s posh seaside area of
Shati al-Qurm, the Royal
Opera House Muscat is a
grand celebration of international
culture and a high point of entertainment life in the Gulf region.
The opera house has won international acclaim by hosting an impressive array of international talents
since its opening in October 2011.
Performers have included Spanish
tenor Placido Domingo and Italy’s
Andrea Bocelli, American soprano
Renee Fleming and 15-time Grammy Award-winning cellist Yo-Yo Ma.

Muscat Royal Opera
House performances
have been drawing
foreign and Arab
audiences from
around the region.
Built by the architects who designed Muscat’s Grand Mosque,
the opera house is reminiscent of
the great music halls of Europe.
Its dazzling white marble exterior
and magnificent interior of carved
wooden panelling and arabesque
designs is a triumph of contemporary Islamic architecture. The opulence is paralleled with technological innovations in stage-setting and
acoustics, making Muscat’s opera
house a state-of-the-art theatre.
“It is unique in the whole region
and the only opera house in the
Arab [Gulf] countries. Its architecture is a mixture of Omani, Moroccan, Mongol and modern styles,”
explains Nasser al-Taee, adviser to
the opera’s board of directors for

education and outreach.
“It is mainly a place for (cultural)
education and we give a special attention to children and students.
We host many arts exhibitions and
workshops to educate young Omanis.”
He said the ceiling was carved
from teak imported from India,
the marble came from Italy and the
lights arrived from Austria. Yet the
opera house is more than just a lavish building.
“We have a unique technology
(by which) spectators can read the
opera on individual touchscreens in
front of each seat with the option to
choose between different languages,” Taee said.
Although a gigantic organ weighing “50 tons with 4,500 pipes” as is
the centrepiece, the opera house’s
most impressive feature is the ability to transform from a theatre with
arched ceiling, curtained stage
and orchestra pit, into a shoeboxshaped music hall with a flat ceiling, appropriate for rock concerts.
“The Muscat Royal Opera House
is built with the latest technology
and can host operas as well as concerts, with the transformation of
the platform at the touch of a button,” Taee explained.
This versatility has enabled the
venue to host a range of events:
from jazz concerts and African
brass bands to Shakespeare productions and ballets, he added.
A music lover, Omani Sultan Qaboos bin Said Al Said is the mastermind behind the opera house,
which has 200 employees, 60% of
whom are Omanis.
The season starts in September
and ends in May, offering more than
100 performances a year. There’s
a strict dress code: Jeans, for instance, are not permitted.
Lead stage technician Herberto
Steele, who worked for more than
25 years at the opera house in his

native Verona, Italy, said he marvels
at the equipment available in Muscat.
“I was astonished with the architecture and the top-of-the-art
equipment,” Steele said. “I never
saw in any other opera house in
the world (such) a system like the
one we have here for the concerts…
The massive shell made from wood
that moves on rails from upstage to
down stage and that matches perfectly the apron of the scene takes
half an hour to be set.”
Steele manages a 15-person team
of expatriate technicians and 20
Omani trainees who set up scenes
and manage changes during performances.
“The setup of a big show, like
the opera Turandot for instance,
takes almost one week followed
by another ten days for rehearsal.
The stage technical team can reach
40 people in total for this kind of
show,” he added.
Since acoustics is a key to the
success of any music theatre, the
task of setting up the sound system was assigned to world-renown
professionals in the business, Taee
pointed out. “The Germans were
designated for that field, bringing in some of the best acoustics
equipment in the world, while the
English were the ones who built the
stage,” he said.
Muscat Royal Opera House performances have been drawing foreign
and Arab audiences from around
the region, Taee said. “Though no
official statistics exist, at least 6%
come from the Gulf region and a
few are fans of famous artists who
follow their idol wherever they are,”
he said.
Built on a plot of 80,000 sq. metres, with room for 1,100 spectators,
the opera house is used extensively
to educate Omani children about art
and music.
“We have school children visit-

The lavish interior of the Royal Opera House in Muscat.
ing us every Monday to learn about
opera,” Taee said. “During the season 2014-15, the place hosted 2,400
pupils aged 10-12 years from public
and private schools who participated in The Magic Flute by Mozart, an
interactive opera specially designed
for children.”
Steele says working at the Muscat
Royal Opera House is fulfilling: “I
am very happy where I am now and

I don’t want to put a deadline for my
career in Muscat.
“Since childhood I’ve been listening to classical music. I was amazed
with the quality of the productions
and the acoustics. Anywhere you
are in the building the sound is simply fantastic.”
Khaled Abdel Malek is an Arab
Weekly contributor in Oman.

East London gallery offers glimpse into Arab art
Karen Dabrowska

London

F

our major exhibitions of
Arab art have been organised by east London’s Whitechapel Gallery as part
of its programme of opening rarely seen art collections to the
public.
The artworks come from the
UAE-based Barjeel Art Foundation,
which was set up by Sultan Sooud
al-Qassemi in 2010 and holds one
of the most extensive collections of
art from the Arab world and its diaspora.
The first exhibition, Imperfect
Chronology: Debating Modernism I,
presents a variety of serious, colourful works that provide a penetrating
insight into Arab history and culture
between 1900 and 1968.
During that period, the Arab world
was going through major changes as
it emerged from an era of colonialism and saw the establishment of
independent states.

Nubian girl

The works, originating from a
dozen countries from the Middle
East and North Africa region, reflect
both the Pan-Arab cultural renaissance or Nahda, which began in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries in
Egypt and spread to Ottoman-ruled
areas, and the , when Arabs lost territory to Israel during the 1967 war.
They include landscape paintings as
well as social and figurative art tackling themes of social and political
unrest across the Arab world.
“It is an attempt to outline a possible trajectory of recent Arab art at
a time of hyperactivity across the
Arab art world,” curator Omar Kholeif said.
“The aim of the Imperfect Chronology series is to educate audiences
about the genealogy of Arab art and
to relate key moments that heralded
the region’s contemporary art.”
“It is important not to measure
the Middle East according to a European yardstick,” he said. “The chronology is the overarching theme and
it really seeks to speak about what
it means to tell the history of Arab
art through the lens of one specific
collection. We tried not to go for a
purely chronological presentation
but evoke different kinds of senses.”
Kholeif, selected one of the 50
most powerful people in the Middle
Eastern art world by Dubai-based
Canvas magazine, explained how
the exhibition is presented: “We
start with an entire wall devoted
entirely to landscape paintings. We
then move towards an entire wall
that looks at figuration, particularly
focusing on the idea of Arab selfrepresentation. We also have spiritual and surrealist works.”
Speaking to The Arab Weekly,
Qassemi said he hopes the exhibition will encourage others to open

Kadhim Hayder’s Fatigued White Horses Converse With Nothing
their collections to the public.
Commenting on a work called the
High Dam by Egyptian artist Effat
Nagi, which dates to 1966, he said:
“It has a huge political, social and
economic significance in the sense
that it was a project championed
by Egypt’s [late] president Gamal
Abdel Nasser and it was exhibited
to show the scientific and industrial
progress of Egypt.”
Qassemi also drew attention to
one of the largest works in the exhibition by Kadhim Hayder from Iraq.
The painting of white horses titled
Fatigued Ten Horses Converse with
Nothing symbolises the martyrdom
and mourning of Husayn Ibn Ali at
the Battle of Karbala in Iraq. The
grandson of Prophet Mohammad,
one of the most revered figures in
Islamic history, was killed at the
battle, leading to the schism between Shia and Sunni Muslims. The

Four major
exhibitions of Arab
art have been
organised by east
London’s
Whitechapel
Gallery.
themes of renaissance and loss are
combined in the massive work.
Kholeif pointed at the works depicting the Nahda. “The cultural renaissance that occurred at the turn
of the last century is seen in terms
of literature but we rarely speak
about it in terms of the visual arts.
This exhibition is looking very particularly on this historic period and
argues that there was a cultural renaissance in the visual arts as well,”
he said.

The renaissance and innovation
are evident in the portraits of Syrian artist Marwan Kassab-Bachi
from the early 1960s. He painted
the figures on his arrival in Germany
where he became part of the New
Figuration Movement, a spontaneous style characterised by bright
colours that draws its inspiration
from popular culture.
There are also landscape paintings by artists from Egypt’s modernist movement: Yousef Kamel,
dubbed the father of Egyptian impressionism, and Mahmoud Said,
who developed a unique approach
to painting that emphasised a threedimensional style of expression
along with a contrast of light and
shadow.
While many Arab artists were influenced by European counterparts,
the exhibition also features works
developed independent of foreign
traditions. Shakir Hassan al-Said,
co-founder of the Baghdad Modern
Art Group in the 1950s, produced
abstract artwork inspired by the
principles of Islamic Sufism.
The exhibition’s website states:
“The display ends with Hamed
Ewais’s Le Gardien de la vie (196768), a large-scale oil painting that
depicts a fighter, weapon in hand,
while underneath him everyday
events such as a wedding and a child
riding a bike are shown, suggesting
the possibility of social renewal following the collapse of the Pan-Arab
ideal after the six-day war in 1967.”
The themes of renaissance and
loss are once again combined in a
single work.
Karen Dabrowska is a
London-based contributor to the
Culture and Society section of The
Arab Weekly.
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Children walk among the garbage and sewage in the inner courtyard in Khan al-Tamathily.

Tripoli’s medieval treasures falling into neglect
Omar Ibrahim

Tripoli, Lebanon

A

l-Khanqa Khan was built
in medieval times to
provide shelter to poor
widowed women. Today, it is run by the Sunni Muslim religious endowments
but still harbours destitute women.
Khan al-Tamathily, another caravanserai dating to the Mamluk epoch, is occupied by squatters and
poor families. It had been originally
built to host consuls and ambassadors visiting the once-thriving
Mediterranean port city of Tripoli
in northern Lebanon.
The two edifices are among more
than 300 historic buildings, including the Crusaders’ Citadel of Raymond de Saint-Gilles, which make
Tripoli’s old city a living museum.

St Gilles’ Citadel in Tripoli.

Erected next to a cliff, Tripoli’s
old town is an entanglement of alleys, exhibiting a wealth of souks,
mosques, churches, madrassas,
khans and hammams (Turkish
baths).
It is also a neglected cultural
treasure that is falling into ruins,
observed journalist Ghassan Rifi.
“Tripoli boasts historic landmarks
which, if preserved and built on in
a proper way, would enable the city
to play a major role in culture-based
tourism in Lebanon and contribute
to stimulating the sluggish economy.”
“Unfortunately, the Lebanese
government has turned its back
on Tripoli,” Rifi said. “International sides, including the Germans,
Spanish and Turks, undertook a
few initiatives to restore some historic landmarks but the largest part
of the city’s heritage suffer from dilapidation and theft.”

Tripoli, Lebanon’s second largest
city, is the second most significant
Mamluk city after Cairo. It was controlled successively by the Assyrian
empire, the Persian empire, the Roman empire, the Byzantine empire,
the caliphate, the Seljuk empire,
Crusader states, the Mamluks, the
Ottoman empire and France.
Historian Khaled Tadmori pointed out that most existing buildings were erected under Mamluk
rule. “More than 750 years ago,
the Mamluk dynasty seized Tripoli
from the Crusaders, destroying the
city that existed on the seaside and
moved inland where they built
a new city around the Mansouri
Great Mosque, including the specialised souks and the hammams,
which still exist today,” he said.
Khanqa Khan is an example of the
endangered monuments. Located
in the heart of the old city, it was
built by the Mamluks as a caravan-

serai and used as housing for needy
widowers under Ottoman rule.
The 12-room facility built around
an inner court is accessible through
a narrow alleyway that leads to the
stepped porch. The old decorated
entrance door was dismantled by
thieves and many of the khan’s
walls are cracked, allowing rainwater into the rooms where dozens of
disadvantaged women live.
Oum Jamal has been living in
Khanqa for 36 years. She says the
state of the place has deteriorated
tremendously since she first arrived. “Life has become extremely
difficult. Everything has changed,”
she said. “There was a water pond
in the central court and clean toilets but today humidity and rust
are eating up the walls. The whole
place looks like it is about to collapse.”
Samiha Kojok, 70, is another resident of the khan. “I have lived here
30 years because I have no other
place to go to. In winter, rainwater is dripping from the roof of my
room and in summer we suffocate
from the humid heat. But it is better
than living in the street,” she said.
A source at the Sunni Muslim
endowments acknowledged the
deprivation suffered by the khan’s
inhabitants. “The restoration of
Khanqa is an urgent matter that the
government should handle. The
endowment is only responsible for
providing these needy women with
a place to stay,” he said.
The source, who requested anonymity, said the tradition of serving
generations of homeless women
who have lost their husbands has
been maintained. “Conditions
for living there is that the woman
should be a widow and has no one
to support her,” he said. “No men
are allowed to stay. Even male
children living with their mothers
should leave when they become
adults.”
Khan al-Tamathily, close to
Tripoli’s waterfront, is in no better
state. Home for 50 poor families
who have been waiting for years for
government compensation to be
able to move out, the place is also
in ruins. Some rooms in the two-

storey caravanserai were expanded
during the 1975-90 civil war, during
which there was an increase in illegal construction and further loss in
the harmony of heritage.
Ahmad Hassan, a fisherman,
lives there with his wife and four
children. “I was raised in the khan
and, after my father passed away, I
got married and brought my wife.
I simply cannot afford to move
somewhere else. What I earn is
hardly sufficient to feed my family,”
he said.
The khan’s present state is hardly
reminiscent of its glorious past.
Built under the Mamluks, it was
turned under Ottoman rule into a
hostel for Western consuls following up on marine trade. “The diplomats were accommodated in the
upper floor, whereas the large inner
courtyard and ground floor served
for receptions and parking caravans,” Tadmori said.

The khan’s present
state is hardly
reminiscent of its
glorious past.
With the demise of the Ottoman
empire, the khan became a shelter
for poor families. “So far, the government has failed to evacuate the
residents, despite the danger of
collapse and the importance of restoring this precious historic landmark,” Tadmori added.
The old town section of Tripoli is
active and lively with its districts
and souks having kept their genuineness and dynamism. In spite of
a trend to move towards more peripheral residential districts, many
Tripolitans live in the old city and
actively contribute to its vitality.
The government’s Council of Development and Reconstruction has
completed some renovation work
in the souks, including a khan and
a hammam, but a lot remains to
be done necessitating huge funds,
which are largely unavailable.
Omar Ibrahim
is a reporter based in northern
Lebanon.
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Agenda
Beirut:
Through February 8th
The Sursock Museum in
Beirut, Regards sur Beyrouth:
160 ans d’images 1800-1960, an
exhibition that brings together
more than 200 rarely seen
works from private collections,
including paintings, photographs and etchings. The exhibition traces Beirut’s historical
evolution from a provincial
Ottoman town to the capital of
a nation state.

Algiers:
Through February 11th
The National Museum of
Contemporary Art in Algiers
hosts its seventh International
Festival of Contemporary Art.
Artists from Greece, France,
Brazil, Morocco, Mali, Algeria, Congo, Senegal and other
countries are participating in
the 2016 event.

The owner of Rick’s Café, which was created based on the the movie Casablanca, shows US Secretary of State John Kerry (2nd L) around
the café in Casablanca, in April 2014.

The fascinating
diversity of Casablanca’s
Old Medina

Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

C

asablanca,
Morocco’s
economic capital and
most
populous
city,
gained worldwide fame
thanks to the Academy
Award-winning romantic film directed by Michael Curtiz in 1942.
Originally named Anfa when it
was settled by Berbers in the seventh century BC, Casablanca has a
history well worth discovering.
The city’s old medina has undergone a major restoration after
a long period of neglect. A walk
down the vibrant Moha Ou Said
Street reveals old houses are well
maintained and occupied but others, on the brink of collapse, are
abandoned. Street vendors line the
narrow space all the way to Bab
Marrakech square, which is filled
with fish, fruit and vegetable stalls.
Pyramids of colourful spices are
the source of revenue for various
shops.
A few metres away is the Mellah,
or the Jewish Quarter, which is an
integrated part of the old medina.
The Mellah is not much more than
a century old. A few Jews still live

in the quarter and kosher butchers
work in the old market. The Jewish
cemetery in the Mellah is immaculate and is proof of a once-thriving
Jewish community in the city.
The Temple Beth-El synagogue
is worth the visit while discovering the Mellah. It is one of the largest and most beautiful synagogues
in Morocco. Heading towards the
clock tower, tourists stroll through
the narrow streets of the Medina
adorned by various merchandise
from leather clothes and traditional dresses to souvenirs hanging
outside a multitude of shops. They
can also acquire good imitations of
top designer bags and belts.
Passing through Marrakech Gate,
the clock tower cannot go unnoticed as it is glued to the Old Medina’s wall.
Overlooking United Nations
Square, the first clock tower was
built in 1911, a landmark of the
colonial past. The structure was
demolished in 1948 due to its precarious state but 45 years later,
municipal authorities rebuilt the
20-metre-high tower with respect
to the original design.
Around the corner, bazaar shops
line Félix Houphouet Boigny
Boulevard, which leads to the port.
A ten-minute walk from the Casa

Darqwiya shrine sanctuary accommodates the graves of Sidi Allal
el-Kairouani and his daughter Lalla Beida.

Port train station along the walled
side of the old medina on Almohades Boulevard leads to the Sqala.
Built in 1769 by Sultan Mohammed
Ben Abdellah as a fort, this unique
site is now a tourist spot. Cannons,
which are still aimed at the sea,
were used to protect the medina
from pirates and colonial threat.
The fort has been turned into a
restaurant with a beautiful Moorish
interior design and a colourful garden. Adjacent to it is the Darqawi
Shrine where Sidi Allal Kairouani
and his daughter Lalla Beida were
buried.

Ice Skating at Citymall Dora
Beirut takes place every day
from 10am until 10pm. All ages
are invited.

Dubai:
Through April 9th
Global Village is the largest
seasonal cultural extravaganza in the region. Visitors
can enjoy an array of festivals,
shopping and entertainment
in an open-air theme park. The
entertainment and shopping
destination hosts more than
70 participating countries with
presentations in more than
three dozen pavilions. There
are more than 50 fun rides and
26 restaurants offering food
from around the world.

Dubai:
January 22nd-23rd
Alserkal Avenue in Dubai will
host the Quoz Arts Festival.
The festival includes live
art, murals, workshops, film
screenings, gallery openings
and live music performed and
created by local talents. Alserkal Avenue will be open all
day during the exhibition.

The city’s old
medina has
undergone a major
restoration after
a long period of
neglect.
Further down is Oulad al-Hamra
Mosque, believed to be the oldest
standing mosque in Casablanca.
It survives from Sultan Abdellah’s
time when the Old Medina was
constructed after the city was damaged by the earthquake of 1755. The
neighbourhood is a witness of religious tolerance and co-existence
because it is also home to the Ettedgui synagogue and the old Buenaventura church, which has been
converted into a cultural space.
Casablanca’s Old Medina is cosmopolitan as it features many art
deco buildings due to the French
architectural influence during colonisation. Many European countries, including Spain and Germany
chose to set up their consulates in
the Old Medina.
The journey ends with a stop at
Rick’s Café Casablanca. Located in
Boulevard Sour Jdid, the restaurant is an old courtyard-style riyad,
which was designed to recreate the
bar made famous by Humphrey
Bogart and Ingrid Bergman in Casablanca. Its deco is reminiscent of
the film, giving customers a perfect
experience of 1940s and 1950s.

Beirut:
Through March 6th

Marrakech:
January 31s t
The 27th Marrakech International Marathon features more
than 7,000 runners, including
internationally known athletes, from all over the world.
In addition to the main race,
Marrakech will host various
tourist activities and street
shows.

Doha:
During January
Souq Waqif Spring Festival
brings together street performers, puppet and musical
shows, along with African
circus performers, magicians
and a range of slightly surreal
one-off events, including a
human cannonball and bungee
jumping.

We welcome submissions of
calendar items related to
cultural events of interest
to travellers in the Middle
East and North Africa.
The towering clock tower is
an icon of the Old Medina.

Please send tips to:
editor@thearabweekly.com

